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Council Drops Sticker Price
Revenue Sharing Ttiiids
Tapped for Street Lights
The Murray City Council last
night voted to reduce the city
automobile sticker from the
present $15.00 to $10.00 and to
pay for the annual street light
cost out of the revenue sharing
funds.
The city automobile sticker
reduction will mean a loss of
about $36,000 in revenue to the
city. The estimated income
from the city sticker amounts to
$106,000 and this will be reduced
by one-third.
The city budget is thus
reduced from $816,000 to
1784,000 for the current year.
The annual street light cost to
the city is $31,500. This cost will
be borne by revenue sharing
funds. Thisineans that the leas
in income from the city sticker
reduction will be about offset by
the revenue sharing funds
picking up the tab for the street
The proposal for these
changes was made by Finance
Chairman Roy Starks.
government
The city

received a total of $210,976 in
revenue sharing funds With the
announcement last night approximately $193,000 of the
funds has already been tabbed
for expenditure.
Coming from revenue sharing
funds also will be two new
sanitation trucks which the city
purchased last night. Parker
Ford was low bideer on the two
diesel powered trucks with a bid
of $30,899.84. Parker promised
five weeks delivery on the
trucks.
Taylor Motors bid $36,742.18
on the trucks, and Dwaine
Taylor Chevrolet, although
answering the bid request,
indicated they could not supply
the two trucks as per the
specifications.......
A tractor-mower was purchased for the City Park out of
general funds from the only
bidder, Murray Supply Company. The John Deere tractor is
diesel powered, 31 hp with a
sixty inch cut. The bid was

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

See Con* Pals 121

Calloway County recorded its
first traffic accident death of
1973 when Mrs. Raphael
(Maureen "Molly" 1 Jones of
1406 Sycamore Street, Murray,
was fatally injured in a two car
collision at the intersection of
Highway 94 West and Highway
1660 (Johnny Robertson Road)
on Thursday at 5:45 p.m.
Mrs. Jones was pronounced
dead on arrival at 6:10 p.m at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 53 years of
age and had been the nurse at
the infirmary at Murray State
University for the past six
years.
Kentucky State Trooper
inStephenson
Charles
vestigated the accident between
a 1964 Pontiac driven by Herman Boyd Jones of Murray
Route One, age 77, and a 1984

a two-ear collision Thursday afternoon. 1rs. Jones is
FIRST TRAFFIC FATALITY-Mrs. Raphael Jones was fatally injured in
year
this
the first traffic fatality is Calloway County
(Staff Photo by David Hill I

Ellis Will Not
Seek-Post Again

Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
said last night that he did not
plan to seek reelection in the
May Primary Mayor Ellis
made the statement at the
regular council meeting of its
Rellus the Ledger and Times Murray City Coatieil.
cameTo and represented a -big
1.-adger and
Ellis told the fiait" back home for him Says Times that the writ load had
he knew L.D. Miller way back increased tremendously over
when.
the past several years and that
he was "Just tired" He in"Your daily account of the dicated that he had enjoyed his
birds in your area keeps nr four terms as mayor and that he
knowledgeable and helps to was proud of the many acmake comparisons," he says
complishments that had been
made.
the
have
He relates that they
"I want it understood," he
Evening Grosbeaks by the said, "that I do not intend to let
hundreds and many, many down whatsoever in this last
Purple Finches. He also told-us
about the female Western
Tanager who has taken up
residence at his feeding
stations. This brid likes apples,
suet, and of all things, stale pies
which Mr. Hughes gets trains
local grocery. •

Well, now comes a nice letter
from H I. Hughes of 5103
Avenue, Norfolk,
Powhatan
Virginia.

Says be has so many birds
that his house has become an
indoor bird watching place for
his club, the Cape Henry Bird
Club of which he is vicepresident

All-District
Chorus Meet
To Be Monday

He continues that in his
position of doorkeeper with his
son, David, they meet many
birders who are well known.
About the only bird he does not
have which we have here is the
White Crown Sparrow. Says
they are trying to coax them
into the area, but so far no
success.
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12i

The Weather
Variable cloudiness and mild
in the afternoon today and Saturday. Cold tonight. High today
and Saturday between 50 and
53, low tonight 26 to 30. Variable cloudiness and mild Sunday
Kentucky's extended outlook
Sunday through Tuesday
Variable cloudiness and mild
Sunday. Becoming mostly fair
and cold Sunday night and
Monday through Tuesday.
Highs in the Qs and 50s Sunday
and in the 30s Monday and
Tuesday. Lows in the Ats

Local Woman
First Traffic
Victim Of Year

year of my term." He said that
he intended to continue to seek
what was best for the city of
Murray and that although he
would not be in an official
capacity, he would continue his
and. 1111
aorta for Murray
!tlnued growth.
The text of Mayor Ellis'
statement which he made to the
council is as follows.
"To The Citizens of Murray,
Kentucky:
"This is to formally announce
that I will not be a candidate for
the office of Mayor of the City of
Murray, Kentucky, in the
Democratic primary to be held
May 4, 1979.
"The people of Murray,
Kentucky, have highly honored
me by having given me the
opportunity to serve as Mayor
of their city for the past fifteen
years. The accomplishments of
my administration could not
have been consummated
without the dedicated help of
many people. I therefore desire
to express my sincere appreciation to the present and
former members of the Common Council, various commissions, boards, and advisory
committees. They have helped

urist Business A Diamond
In Our Own Back Yard Hurt
GARROTT
13)
Calloway
and
Murray
Countv's share of Kevituck 's
tourist and travel business
could be the answer "for some
of our tomorrows" asweil as "a
diamond in our own backyard,'
the Murray Rotary Club was
told Thursday.
_ Max Hurt. retired insurance
Catuttve 'and- a fm-mer
president of the club, went on to
tell his fellow Rotarians that.
although an estimated 5,400
tourists pass through Murray
per day during the tourist
season, the city is not a touristminded town.
"The reason is simple," he
said. "We have not had to be in
order to have a varied income
and a sufficient affluency to
keep us comfortable and
satisfied," citing the area's
balanced farm income, industrial payrolls, that of
Murray State University and
"the backwash from the industrial complex in Calvert
('ity "

said.
Trooper Stephenson said Mr.
Jones, going north on the
Johnny Robertson Road, told
him he stopped at the intersection for one car to pass
and then started out into the
intersection.
The front of the Pontiac then
collided with the left rear side of
the car of Mrs. Jones who was
going west on Highway 94, the
trooper said.
After the collision, Mrs.
Jones' car went out of control:
skidded aerial' the road and hit
a tree on the south side of the
road with the right side of her
car, Stephenson said. Mrs.
Jones was -reported still in the
car when a J.H. Churchill
ambulance arrived to take her
to the hospital. Her car was
towed away by Tabers Wrecker
Service.
Both Mr. Jones and Mrs.
Jones were traveling alone at
the time of the acciden8:-Trooper Stephenson said
investigation is pending, but no
charges have been flied in the.
accident that happened at dual.
Mrs. Jones completed her

Last year, American tourists,
Hill then challenged the
Rotarians, as well as all citizens 80 per cent of whom came from
central
of the city and county to do the eastern and north
United States, left $462 million
more to promote the area and to
as comdiscuss its history and places of dollars in Kentucky
by the
spent
$304,0013
with
pared
ty
opportuni
every
interest at
tourist'
of
t
protnotior
the
in
state
with tourists.
In emphasizing the impact of trade
"Where else can the state, or
I
the tourist dollar on the area
Adividual, beat such a
an
Hurt
and Kentucky in general.
ent?" he
.11.../FaVoel
reviewed a number of statisticti,.reltim_on_ investm
d to about
amounte
"This
asked.
of
survey
1972
a
from
taken
returns of Alpha Department Plans
travel in Kentucky made by Dr. 7 per cent of the gross
the state"
Lewis C. Copeland, Department all retail business in
Among the scores of statistics Luncheon Here Saturday
of Statistics at the University of
former Woodman of the
the
Tennessee
The Alpha Department of the
World insurance vice-president
touched upon in his remarks Murray Woman's Club will hold
Gospel Singing Planned
were these which reflected a its luncheon meeting on
profile of the tourist in Ken- Saturday, February 24, at
At Owen's Chapel Church tucky
twelve noon.
A gospel singing will be held
Mrs. Olga Freeman, retired
-Two out of three U.S.
at Owen's Chapel Baptist families take one or more teacher and librarian, will
Church on Saturday, February vacations each year, and on an present a book review following
)t, starting at 6:30 p.m All average day 8 per cent of all the luneheon.
lingers and listeners are invited Americans are away from
Hostesses for the meeting will
to attend.
home.
Mrs. John Livesay, Mrs.
be
The church is located about
family
average
--The
Harry Conley, Mrs. J. A.
six miles north of Mayfield vacation trip is for 11.9 days,
Outland, and Miss Mildred
Highway 121, on the PennyiSee Hurt, Page 121
Hatcher.
Airport Road,

Rescue Squad Is'"
Called Thursday

The second annual AllDistrict Chorus festival will be
The Calloway County Fireheld at Murray State University
Rescue Unit was called to the
on Monday, February 26. This
Midway Trailer Court at 315
festival is sponsored by the
p.m. Thursday, where a grass
First District Kentucky Musk
(See Ellis, Page 121
fire had resulted from burning
Educators Association.
trash, according to resc. ue
Robert K. Baar, associate
squad reports
professor of voice at Murray
The grass fire was exState University, will conduct
tinguished by the Rescue Unit,
the All-District Chorus.
and the firemen returned to the
An early evening concert will
firehouse at 3-40 p.m.
be presented by the chorus.
Personnel answering the
Their selections will be "Glory
alarm were Jimmy Johnson,
and Praise and Majesty" by
Jerry Edwards, Mike Farley,
Gallus, "Make A Joyful Noise"
has filed for a Ronnie Garland, Bud Miller,
Tibbs
Philip
by Fetler, "Soliloquy" by
Council Seat on the Murray City Tom Lyles, and Ronnie Barnett,
Blight, and "Basket" by EfCouncil from Ward A. He is
finger.
currently Dean of the School of
y
Students from Callowa
Business at Murray State Hazel And Locust Grove
County High School Choir. Mrs.
University.
Lucinda Darnall, director, and
Tibbs is a native of Graves Women Plan For Study
Mrs
Murray High School, Choir,
and has lived in Murray
County
Joan Bowker, will be parThe Baptist Women of Hazel
since 1960 when he joined the
ticipating in this special choir
faculty at Murray State and Locust Grove Baptist
event.
Churches will have a joint
University.
The public is cordially invited
married to the former mission study on Monday,
is
He
to attend the concert at six p.m.
Martha Skinner of Mayfield and February 26, at 6:30 p.m. at the
on Monday, February 26, in the
they have three children: Hazel Church.
MSU auditorium.
Hazel women will have
Phyllis, who is a freshman at
,
charge
Kimberly
School;
High
of the study of the lido'',
Murray
MOOSE PRACTICE
who is in the seventh grade at "No Man Walks Alone," and theWomen of Murray Moose Murray Middle School; and Locust Grove women will
Lodge will have a practice in Melissa, age five.
furnish the refreshments.
All women of both chu-ches
preparation for Chapter Rally
Tibbs is a member of the First
Day on March 4 at the lodge hall Presbyterian Church and and other interested per
on Monday, February Mat 7:30 former member of the Murray are invited to attend, a chirch
p.m.
spokesman said.
Rotary Club.

Philip Tibbs
Is Candidate
For Council

Chevelle driven by Mrs. Jones
Mr. Jones was reported not
injured in the accident and was
able to drive his car away after the collision, the trooper

See Mrs Jones, Pagr

Dr. Fuller Presents
Program At Kiwanis
Dr Marian Fuller, professor
in the Botony Department at
Murray State University.
showed slides and told of a trip
she made to Ethiopia and
Kenya in Africa and to Europe
to members of the Kiwanis Club
at their regular meeting
Thursday night.
Dr Fuller was with her
brother, a medical doctor, and
her mother on the 22 day trip.
Most of the time was spent in
Kenya near the equator at an
altitude of about 8,000 feet
where the temperature ranged
between 60 and 20 degrees. D
Dr Harold Eversmeyer introduced Dr. Fuller
Vice-President Joe Rose
presided at the meeting

Heart-Fund Drive Is
Planned For Sunday
Members of the Panhellenic
Council and sororities at
Murray State will make a doorto-door campaign for the Heart
Fund this Sunday, according to
Beth Garrison, Heart Sunday
Chairman.
ll canvas the
...wi_
The ladies
town from 1 p.iino 5 p.m. this
Sunday, which has been
designated as Heart Sunday.
Captains of the sororities are
Luanne Brown, Bonnie Cohoon,
Dana Gibson, Melissa Gray,
Suzanne Jones, and Betty Jung.
Miss Garrison, the daughter
of Mr and Mrs. Jim Garrison,
and a junior nursing student at
Murray State, said that the
volunteers helping with the
drive will also hand out
literature telling what to do to
reduce the risk of heart attacks
and what to do in case of heart
attack, as well as soliciting
Murray
donations - from
_ _ _
residents.
"If a volunteer finds no one at
peehome, they will leave a prein
y be
addressed- rrlaarin enventributionmalope
8:dC0.
Heart Sunday Chairman, explains the areas that will be covered in the Heart
Gray, sent conveniently to Heart Fund
Sunday C1111111.111, February 23, to sorority Captains Suzanne Jones, Betty Jung, Melissa
(See Heart Fund, Page in
Luanne Brow, and Dana Gibson.
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Francers Drake
FOR SATURDAY.
FEBRUARY 24, 1973
Look in we section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)

Senator
Dee Huddleston

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Will Thomasson, age 80, died February 20 at his
home on Murray Route Two,
T.O. Turner has been named chairman of the 1953
Easter Seal Campaign
yearo
lCalloway County. This will
be his 28th straight
serve in this drive.
A feature story on the Murray Training School
chapter of the FFA appears today. Pictured are the
chapter members who will have sixty head of hogs to
enter in the 4-H and FFA Fat Hog Show.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Bachelor
Mother- with Ginger Rogers and David Niven.

a

Given the right impetus by
vehicle of success can
speed ahead unimpeded. Smart
initiative and enthusiastic efforts will pay off now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) difikii?
Develop and follow up on
those novel ideas that come to
your bright mind but are often
tossed aside because of your
conservatism or hesitancy.
you, your

It Is -to- lieiiiioped Gov. Wendell Ford isn't just
y he said his administration is not entalking whet
dorsing a$' candidates in the state and local
primaries scheduled in Kentucky in May.
There is no doubt administrations in power in
Frankfort. have helped to decide who will fill certain
courthouse offices in the state's 120 counties on not a
few Occasions in the past.
la fact, there have been eras in Christian, and
probably most of the commonwealth's other
unties, when a man or woman who might have
,Mone a good job in any office has called off plans to
primary for no other reason than thealleged
/./ enter a
' attitude of the state administration
Such a potential candidate got fainthearted-or
practical, according to a more hard-nosed viewbecause he could not expect the blessing of Frankfort or because he thought one of his opponents had '
been tabbed for administration support. The
blessing of Frankfort. has always been considered
important even in periods when the incumbent state
administration was not riding any great wave of
popularity at the moment.
-Power-,presiige and money can be big assets in a
city or county election where it takes only a few
REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE OF KENTUC.gv
,,votes to decide the final outcome.
Correctlyor otherwise, there have been past local
election days in this Section of Kentucky when
In recent years believe Congress has been negligent in
Frankfort, was credited with picking out a slate of
carrying out its oversight responsibility with respect to fedcounty and city candidates. The slate was never
eral agencies and programs enacted by the Congress. The
made public, of course, but there were
Congress and its appropriate committees should and must
unquestionably times such
an administrationmake periodic investigations to insure that the intent of
backed ticket was circulated.
Congress is being carried out by the agencies and to make
sure federal programs are .doing what they are, intended to
-- That'being slated is considered good is indicated
whet can dates hint during a campaign they have
the blessings of Frankfort. It was after a question
Much has been said and written receatly about the loss
of power by the Congress. Part of this erosion of power can
about such "broad hints- that Gov. Ford made his
be explained by its failure to closely oversee federal proweekend statement about non-endorsement in the
grams and agencies. All too often, Congress has passed laws
spring prithary.
setting up worthy progianis but leaving the federal agencies
"I'm not involved in any way in the primary," the
almost total discretion as to how the programs shall be imgovernor is quoted as saying..."I believe people in
plemented. The result in many cases has been that the
the local communities are smart enough to make
agencies have distorted or changed the programs beyond
their own choices without any interference from
the oliginal intent
-of Congies.s..11 41.50 often results tri waste
and inefficiency.
outsiders, so to speak."
We could't agree more. Citizens of any community
As I have said on numerous occasions, government like
know their own people better than "outsiders," as
nature abhors a vac:titan. If Congress fails to proygle. _the_
Gov. Ford calls them. Local residents are .fully • 4..
, ,
-.cary direction and insutictikni_un how ,programs shall
capable of deciding which candidates would serve
be administered and carried out, bureaucrats in the agencies will fill that vacuum.
better. This should be their privilege.
Not only does this produce bad government, but it also
It is to be expected that an administration in
produces
bad democracy. Bureaucrats and agency officials
Frankfort, would be active in
November
A
are often highly qualified and capable people, but they are
Democrat governor would be a poor party man if
appointed not elected Their responsibility is to carry out
he did not want Democrats to win anywhere in the
policies enacted by the representatives of the people, not to
state and at any level. But this thinking cannot be
make policy.
applied in any way to the Democrat primary, in
which every candidate is a Democrat.
If Congress abdicates its oversight and management
functions, as has often happened in the past, the bureauHow much control a governor has over others in
crats and agencies end up making policy as well as carrying
his administration varies, of course, but it seems
it out. This causes frustration and often bitterness among
reasonable that if Gov. Ford tells his cabinet ofwho feel powerless to affect or change government
citizens
ficials not to "use the pressure of their office" in the
policies with which they disagree.
primary, the order will be observed.
I believe that a majority of the Congress now agrees
With all the talk heard in Kentucky lately about
more must be done to prevent this 'erosion of power
home rule, that is exactly what every city and
through inaction. The Congress must assert itself and look
county should have on election day.—Hopkinsville
more closely into the operation of federal programs and
agencies. If the programs are not working, we shoulcfelimiNew Era.
nate them. If they are being administered wrong, we
should Crack down on the bureaucracy .liffieY•need changing, we should improve them.

The City of Hazel has received a federal grant of
$5,032 to be used for the water supply and sewerage
...-treatment.
Outland Angus Farm, Murray has been elected to
membership in the American Angus Association, St.
Joseph, Mo
- Mrs. Jo Ann Harman, nutritionist with the
Calloway County Health Department, spoke at the
meeting of the Calloway County High School
Chapter of the FHA. Shirley Futrell is chapter
president_
' In basketball games Murray High lost to South
Marshall 53 to 52 and Calloway High lost to Lowes 70
to 60
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The point is that the job of Congress does not end when
a program is enacted. That IS only the beginning. Congress
must check, re-check and check again to_make sure these
programs are being run properly. We must make sure that
a vacuum in responsibility does not exist.

Bible Thought for Today
Verily I say unto you. Inasmuch as ye have done it
unto one of the least of these my brethren.. ye has e
done it unto tpe,--;31atthew 25:40..
People are the most important thing in the world
Be kind.

Isn't It The Truth!
by ('anl Riblet Jr.
The way of Nature provides for every spark and
blaze of life, especialy_in • the young. It was
discovered early in the pre-life of civilization that
youths need special advantage to get them into
maturity and so Nature made them handsome. The
purpose was to make it possible for their elders to
tolerate them until they grew up. But nowadays the
problem is not debatable—we can't stand them at
all: neither before or after not shaving.
"Beauty is the bloom of youth,
but it does not last."
—Theocritus. 270 B.C.

GEMINI
(May22toJune2l)

THE
FAMILN.Tvir ,Q111.
LAWYER —

the West Kentucky Poet's Club has a new name. We are the
Purchase Poets. Already we have members from other states,
included in the Jackson Purchase. What a better more n.:::ural
name could we have than the Purchase Poets The next meeting
will be May 17.

Evening Worship

bills,

Sinking s
Morning worship
Evening Worship

Times of joy in a thousand ways,
Turns auburn hair to shades of grays.

Mlliel

Freedom of soul and wishes abotind,
The ship of late has run aground.

Poplar S
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

No matter if the dollar sings,
It flies on wings of cashregister rings.

Grace
Morning
Evening

ft makes the world go 'round and 'round,
A thumping, bumping, clumping sound.

. blood

Worship
EVerting worship

Kirksey
Morning Worship

lively tune becomes a lonesome song.

Evening Worship

Graceful and fast the eagle flies,
With feathers glistening in green and gold skies.

Memoria
Morn,nu norsh,p
Ellted,ng

A mighty bird with piercing cries,
Shopping flies and buys and buys.
sLoading the nest with decisions quick,
Is freedom 'till the month's end shades of sick.

New Mt. Car

Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Flint
Morning worship
Evening Worship

The fault for this is hard to find,
The solution's not; do better next time

Cherry
Morning Worst),•
Evening Worst',.

—Tom Perkins

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR ten FOr a Persona, too PPor
torecaSt on health, wealth, idv• end
marriage. Send Si 00 plus 15 cents as
tom /Or poSt•ge and handling to
Horoscope haw. (i.-p., tnwni- Roy In.
Old Chelsea Station. New York N
/001I. mention nq Mis newspaper
grin, you' NAME. AOORESS with
/IP,and DATE Of MOTH ilobesure
you gel the righl !accost for your
tatia•C IOW)

.-1014

Elm
Morning Worshi •
Evening WOrShi•
Sawn
Morning •
Evening worsh,
Sugar
Morning wor
Evening war
Owen

morning worshi
Evening worsni
Lone oa
lit Sunday
3rct Sunday
Faith

Morning Worshi
E waning Wor
4.-oto
Morning

Worsts

Evening Worst'

And leave the younger folks to sleigh-For I am getting much too old
To brave the stormy, winter cold.

So at my. window I will stand
To view the winter wonderland
Without a sigh of regret or strife.
SAGITTARIUS
I
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )1°44C
) enter Into the winter of life
- A new ventike in the making' I have had ray Spring. Summer and Fall;
abet-rate
tentative Glorious ,vear&-.4 lived them all.
presentation until it assumes
bright character. Some new And always I found this to be true
trends indicated. You should Storm clouds pass and skies are blue,
The court agreed, and the wom- enjoy the stimulus.
And when alone I could not stand,
an won a substantial verdict.
Some friend would lend a helping hand
Injuries inflicted by escaped CAPRICORN
Those friends always understood,
prisoners arc leading to a growing
Dec. n to Jan. 201 Vi
And so they helped to make life good
number of damage claims against
You can demonstrate your
either prison officials or the state ability to be original and
Itself. The law says penal institu•
As 1 near the end of life's journey here,
nom must be run with fair regard imaginative now but, at the I find it has been so vet-y dear.
for the safety of those outside the same time, concentrate on
practicability. Sometimes even I've lived it mostly as I like to live,
walls.
Nevertheless, the authorities good ideas may not be im- Enjoyed many blessings God did give;
And as thoughts turn to Him in Heaven there,
are not to blame if the escape
mediately feasible.
I humbly give thanks for his loving care.
could not reasonably have been
prevented. Nor are they liable, AQUARIUS
-Stella Haynes
even though negligent, if the inJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
jury to the outside cit inn was not
Your incentive and vigor
reasonably foreseeable. Thus:
should be at a peak now. Your
Another escaping prisoner, creative urges will also be
commandeering a passing autostrong, and may impel you to do
mobile, caused the driver to stiffer a fatal heart attack. But in something unusual and outthis came the prisoner hail a good standing. .
Mary Devine. a senior from Murray High, is the newest
record, with nothing to forewarn
PISCES
member of the "Purchase Poets" from Murray.
officials that he could be dangerFeb. 20 to Mar 20)
ous if he got loose.
Some disturbing situations
Accordingly, when the victim's
But do not let others' The clouds
family filed suit for damages, the
misgivings, doubts or quarreLs gray
court turned them down.
affect your thinking. Remain laden with
What if an escapee steals a
car and then, driving recklessly, logical and hopeful yourself, powdered
rain
knocks down an innocent pedesand you could boost the general is a common
trian?
morale.
thing to see
In such circumstances, courts
YOU BORN TODAY are
have generally rejected the vicendowed
with
a
remarkable
tim's claim for damages. even
and trulY ex- In the
though prison officials were to memory
traordinary
intuitive powers. winter months
blame for the escape. Reason: alfar north
though officials should have fore- The latter gives you the ability
seen that the prisoner might run to act quickly - and torrettly but can you
away, they could scarcely haste
in emergencies; also acts as believe that it
foreseen that he ,would also he a a springboard in determining also can happen
had driver.
your course as you pursue your in Dixie.
life goals. When the Piscean
—Mary Devine
An American liar Association develops his best qualities
public aervire feature by RAI there IS no height which he
Bernard.
cannot attain but, if indifferent
C 1973 American Bar Association and content with the mediocre,
he can easily slip into extremely
bad habits — becoming inhihn spring happening
IA APAPI 1C49,
dolent, self-indulgent,
Is/
sPHINGS.
I''it
Catilf. vacillating and excessive in his
THEATRE
Groom!
I
hes
119
lion pursuit of
pleasure. Here selfwoken in this resort conini unit'.
mastery is a must. Properly
for a gew $4.5 million I h.seit
Vlusienni scheduled In lie disciplined. Pisceans become
iamiptetial in Attallai. 1974. the outstanding writers, musicians.
Look 1Or
sculptors, leaders in maritime
Palm Springs t :irnsention
%initials Durrell nport.,, _
affairs and statesmen. Birth
The %swoon.
noss date of: Admiral Chestei
Theatre Ads in
10.001, limanal art. Nimitz, USN.
ISSSIIS
iiirtinanceil earl' 'vets
nrusate
ni.11 g
diatom. are Nib'. an ‘11
Annenberg., ult..
Uo atter II.
ease a theetrr-rommonienfitmie
I Astoria& K. Firestone,
s Iv. riktitribilled im art displas
ealler), arid iliteriaitier }rani,
Sinatniashii gase a sculpture

WOrstlip

Worship

Morning

pensate if you handle situations
__41ture1y._Broaden your mental
_
Sunshine and Shadows
horizons, perk
I
love
forest
shaded aisfeii-—
the
Security was so lax at a state
VIRGO
And in their midst to dwell awhile
penitentiary that prisoners could
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP V :k To think of things that God has made,
get %hiskey,.drugs, and even guns
Stimulated now: intellectual
;s1115-(itit 100 11111L1T -trouble.- OweAs I linger there in the cool Shade: •
advancement, clever managenight a hardened criminal stole a
High mountains covered with trees grown tall,
ment
and
stepped-up
capability.
gun and matte good his escape.
He was recaptured within a few
If up to par, you should fairly fly A crystal brook with waterfalls.
- -hours, but not until he had inahead.
Cloudy days, with their misty skies,
saded a nearby home and shot a
LIBRA
housewife in the leg. In due
t Sept 24 to Oct. 231 Ain. Cool breezes that are only sighs.
course, she demanded damages
Stellar influences suggest I like to sit on mass-covered ground
from the state.
that you expand
within Where little wild creatures gather 'round,
"TheY run that Ian too carelessa mountain high.
.
•.
wr-rottet. "its- reason. Treatteautiously in neeilWitt CliMb
capes are common furthermore, areas but go forward cnri: Or gaze into a clear, blue sky.
the, knew that this particular fidently on familiar paths
criminal was dangerous. There- Progressive ideas stimulated. But when the cold north winds blow
rile, the government is to blame SCORPIO
And mother Earth ts'covered with snow.
fir my being shot."
tOtt. 24 to Nov. Mi nleet' qy the warrn fireside I like to stay

Financial " affairs under
somewhat adverse influences.
Don't speculate and do avoid
making long-term commitments. In these matters,
even the adtlee of experts
cannot be relied upon now

g

morning Worship
Evening worship

"4fr The
The only worry is when it's gone,

Your ambitions can be given
full rem now Map route for next
week along sound lines. You are
in a position to make fine longrange plans.
CANCER
June ?2 to July 23)
New and diversified activities
indicated. Review week's* efforts to guide you in formulating
future plans. Romance and
family interests favored.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
You may face some inconveniences but the result will
justify them and will com-

Spring C
Morning Worship
Evening Worsnip

North'.
" Morning Worship

WOE IN RHYME
The sun sinks low over blushing hills,
Which are stacks and stacks of unpaid

Firit Ba,
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Leisure Time
Section

•

God
Those

EVERY T

SALE

WM

lassito
GI
Ong,
1702

Johnson El

Jack'
1100 Chest
Lubie
Pa
Five

Point

Dunn

IS South 12th

Fern
Mrs
'A HOME
Phy
1505 Stadium V

lac
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Church Of Christ

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 0911.
11:100.ns.
Evening worship

Scotts Greve
II 00 am
Worship Service
worship
Evening
7 )Op m
Emmanuel Missi
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

University
Morning worship
'0 30 a.1TI
Evening Worship
6 00p.m.

Ham
6 30p m

Green Plain
- Adorning Woe sh,p
i0 - e3e fn.
Evening Worship
1a111.

West Fork

Methodist

I lam
• 30 p m

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Palestine United
1st
Worship Service 11 am
Sunday, 10 •T 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
10 30 am.
Sunday School
9 30a M.
Worship Service
South Pleasant Grove
10 AS a m.
Morning Worship
7 00p.m.
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
11 00a.m.
Worship Service
10.008.m.
Sunday School

• -Fltit Baptist
10 45a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 30p m
Spring Creak
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening

1,1 a.m.
ap.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a rn
7 111 111.

Sinking Springs
Ha m.
Morning Worship
7.30 pass.
Evening Wersistp

Ktrksey Baptist
lamI
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Evening Worship
Memorial Baptist
10 50a m
Morning Wpr sh p
7 00 p m
cl
141111-t dallfsh p
"
New Mt Carmel Missionery
11 00a m
Morning Worship
7 CO p m
Evening Worship

Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Ile.m
7p.m

Sugar Creek
11 S.M.
Morning worship
7•1& pow
Evening worship
Owens Camps!
11:10A/44
Morning Worship
S:70 PIA
Evening Worship

Faith Baptist
11AM
Morning Worship
0.30 P M.
Evenine Wor Ship
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Put first things first,
Attend Church
God Still Speaks To
Those Who Take Time
To Listen

11 a m

Triangle inn
mimeo Chapel
ANS Church
in. SeifiCes 10

:4EA.

RESTAURANT a CAFETERIA
seat & order or
YOUR CHOKII-Heye
cafileris-Ese-Anytime al

•
- •••

TOM ANDREWS

Use our

SOO Main
75) 373 1

Steaks Chops Seafood Plates Sandwiches
Tue., R sbeye Steak
Specials. Mon., Sirloin Steak
, Fish
Wed , Ground Sirloin Thurs.. Chicken • Fri
4419
No 12M Ext. 641 • Call In Orders to 713

Hogs bought daily

753 1751

201 So 7th

E bOOSON, OWNER

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co.

Lassiter /I Frankhouser
Glass Company

Distributing Gull Products
1,1It•

•Commercial- Residential.
Original Equipment Auto Glass
753-7117
1707 Johnson Blvd

•CCalt•ONie•

lia•TefOlt•

Mu6114••. it•

•Clueo •.• ST .

Ellis, Mgr
E
Phone 7530270

W

1100 Chestnut Street-Phone 753-8488
Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners

Palace Drive-in
Five

Points

••• ••••

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery
& MRS WM

MR

A

JONES OWNERS

604 S 4th

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Phone 713-7992
Phone 753 2707

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

SO2 N 4th St

Mrs Mona Purdom-RN Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN
Physician On Call At All Times
753 7109
1505 Stadium View Drive

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads
Vegetables and Desserts
Hey

641

Fast Service
North

Murray.. Ky

Phone 753-1933

Prayer Changes Us,
Not God

MOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ky

Lake State

Ph 474-2211 Est 171

Park

Phone 753 1489

Trenholm's Drive-In

Kentucky fria Ckicka
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN. GOOD"
and Ham Sandwiches
Try Our Delicious Beef
7101
Sycamore at '7th Call in Orders 753

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

171h

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
SALES SERVICE
:
PARK RENTAL
..:C
•

Phone 753 VII

Claude Vaughn
pgum bmq

Heating and Air Conditioning
Ri sidiential

Ri•pairs & instailation
101 N Ith

- Salt's & Service

RCA VICTOR

94

I Mo E

Ph

705 No isth Street

Mien* 713- W$12

Are

God IS Love

Ambassador Hornet Matsdor Gremlin Jeep
Five Points

Phone 753 6440

--

He Who Has Never --'Invites You To The Private
World Of Lu•ury Living - At No
Cilia CostPhony. 507 75) 3750
U S 641 North

MAYTAG
.
ir
0r
Phan( 751 1711

Take Time for
God

753 6615

Top Quality USA d Cars

Phnnr- 751 7,101

FRIGIDAIRE

Murray

American
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

- Gas a. SCVso'r

Ward-Elkins

Phone 753 7147

& Chestnut

Mr

Air Conditioning Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

002 Chestnut

SPAGHETTI

PIZZA

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service

15 cents Delivery on all Orders

Randy Thornton Service Co.

(){.TON

.an .

Failed Has Never Tried

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

BEAL'S

011.7

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

BUILDING BLOCKS & READY mix CONCRETE

meats
HEATING

Open Sundays
Phone 7%) 3700

SHEET METAL

Alit CONDI/IONING
Phone 7.51 4E7

Ints at Chestnut

Minor Repair & Welding
Phone 753-8119

.Niirth. 4th St.

1-11)0

Adding Machinrs and
753 1763

Taylor Motors, Inc.
"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Dealer
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp
753 1177
4th at Poplar

751 6075

Phone 751 1319

Indestrial Road

Blalock -Coleman

- iBOOKS

Funeral Home
6000

Phone 751 3540

East Main Street

Roberts Realty

MASSE•

Typewriters
Calculators
11S So 4th

WILHAM•MGR

Wells Electric

ment & Supplies Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
Hutso_n Chemical Co. , Inc— ,--Pool Office Equip
_
SALES SERVICE & RENTALS
FERQusON SALES AND SERVICE
NEEDS" %
"FOR ALI5 YOUR FERTILIZER

W

J

753 3751

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Fern Terrace Lodge

713-3114

Kenlake Marina

YOUR UN( ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue ',Stock E oIl 11th

otooI MAI
Phone 753 3037

"Every Day You Delay Lets lugs
Their Way".

110 So I1M St

Carroll Tire Service

MEMBER F T D

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
elm

Phone 753 1475

Shirley Florist

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

_AVIV

Buildings
621 So 4th

C.orrimercial and

BOWLING AT ITS BEST

Air Shopping Cente,

Residential Commercial • Farm — Budding Lots and
Lake Property--Buying .Selling. Leasing
Phone 753 7724
SIB W Main

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

efIll
eree SIS3.041.60

Initi4.4110- liT

—

I

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
753 7494

Ph

1415 Main Street

11$ South 12th

Bet

Outland. Supt

A

Jack's Super Burger

Storey's Food Giant

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Gerrald Boyd -Owner
.Complete Automatic Transmission Service'Front End Alignment Service• Complete Tune-up & Repair

Ph 733530C

•

131

Mayfield Hwy

Chestnut St
753 1715

GRAIN DIVISION

Sholar's Auto Repair

— PH 753 1334

Mobile Horri• Courts

The Businessman i Choice For Fine Prinlinq
Murray, Ky.
102 N 4th

Highest Cash Prices for Corn & Soybeans

Murray Livestock Co.

Seventh Day Adventist
10 00 • in
Sabbath SCh001
9 30 a in
Worship Service

7p in

_

Murray Warehouse Corp. ,Inc.

Hdlmes

Irrirharisiiti Lutheran
• IS•in
/ School
Sonde,
10 10• in
Morning Worap•O

IrAll

THE GLEANER THAT S iNTEREST50 IN YOU

Store
Murray's Most Complete Department
713-7175
Central Shopping Center

in

711

St John's Episcopal
Sunday Schooi
10 30• in
9 70• in
Morning Worship

911

So 12th & Story
7S3 6615

TeISES

Wayman Chapel A M
ii• m
Worsni11 Sof...cm

Shady Oaks

751-2411

Boone's Incorporated

YOUR HOST

Jehovah's Witnesses
10 93•in
Watcntower
• 30• in
Bible Lecture

7

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

'THE EXTRAORDIYARY BANK'
Member FDIC

Grecian Steak House

ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
7S3 7150
Hwy MIS (Hazel Hwy

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT I PM

First Christian
10 SO• in
Worship Services

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Phone 713 SO.?

--

Chnifian

753-45'

BERT

.../431i.'
/1
4111161

St Lee Catholic Church
Sunday Mass $•m. 1 1a m.4 30
m
6 3111
Saturday Mass
Christian Science
110M.
Worship Service

)0 00
ii 00

Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 45•in

W•st Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

WU

H

Sunday

11:00errn.
1:0.m.

10 50a m
6 p in

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10a in
Sunday Sc hooi

Liberty Cumberland
10a in
Sunday School
II• in
Worship Service
North Pitman, Greve
10• in
Sunday School
11• in
Worship Service
Oak Greve
1041.M.
Sunday School
II a m , 7p.m
Worship Services
Plesant
Mount
116.M
Morning Worship
7p m
Evening Worship
an
First Presbyteri
9 30 in
Church School
10 45 • in
Worship Service

it has lob.• wretch 1 can roont on When
aft Is my retch If it is to be of value to me
it can S. limited III have to. be
look at as face / must know beyond doubt. Med
irtlainly a is
forever f het4114111 It. iii. of !Art is it.. to Mt and
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not fulfilling the purpose toe which rt vas created
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vat.111 a..
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Help us to attend church vrorslus, every meek and to
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.••••
and un I IAA
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that
at
thoughts
gather
we
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Thee
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Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10.00 a in lst
--11
-00a.rn 3r0 Sunday
Sunday
isi
Sunday School 11 00 a m
Sunday-10-00 am 2nd . 3rd &
4th Sunday
Mt Carmel
2nd
Worship Service 10 00 a m
Sunday 11 -00 am 4th Sunday
id
1st,
am.
10:00
Scheel
Sunday
eth Sundevi0--A-01.

Lone Oak Primitive
2 OOP M
15t Sunday
m
10 30
3rd Sunday

1 la in
3 P rri

Other
Denominations

Presbyterian

Goshen Methodist
1st k
WOrShiCi Services at 11 • in
3rd Sundays. 7 p m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Greve
m is?
Worship Service ist • at a
in 2nd & 4th
& id Sundays, 11 •
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
10 006 in
Worship Service
Oexter-NardIn United
Worship Service 10 00 • m
1st0. 2nd Sundays. 11 00 • in
3rd I. 4th Sunday.• 30 12 in
15t S. id 1. 4th Sunday

Salem Baptist
mornmo Worse.,
Evening Worship

ilarn
69 in

10 00• In
11 00• m

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening

First Assembly 01 God
Church School
Worship Service

Russells Chapel United
10 a m

Sunday School
Morning Worship

50• in
7pm

Pt,,

First Methodist
11 45 IL 10 SO• m
Worship

1 i• m
7 30p in

Friendship
Sunday School
Worship
Morning

Alm° Heights
114 rr
Morning worship
7 )0 p rn
Evening worship
United. 310 I r van Ave
10• in
Sunday Scro01
7p
Evening Worship
United, New Concord
10 a r.•
Sunday Sc h001
7pm
WorshiP Set,ces 11•m
Temple
Calvary
10• in
Sunday Sch001
lie in 7 30
Worship Services

10 a.m.
am

Morning Worship
Sunday School

40 a in
spin

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Pentecostal

Kirksev United
11 00• in
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship
Loidwater United
Worship Service 11 00 am 1St &
2nd Sunday 10 00 a m id & 4th
Sunday School 10 00 a in 1st &
2nd Sunday 11.00
id & 4th
Sunday
Tempt* Mill United

, Bleed River
Ham
Morning Worship
• Blot m
Evening Worship

11 •.rn
7p.m.

Murray Church
10a in
Sunday School
116 in
Service
Worship
Locust Greve Church
11 a in
Morning Worship
7p
E veining WO:ship

Independence United
1st & 3rd Sundays
llO0am
2nd & Oh Sundays
7 00 p m

Greco Begiteit
10:45a m
Morning Worship
71 pm.
Evening Worship

Seventh A eepi•r
.0
Worship Steer('
Evening Service
New Concord
10
Morning Service
Worship
Evening
Plinio& Valley
Morning Worsh.p
Evening Worship

Nazarene

Bethel United
11 00a m
1st Sunday
'
7 00p m
2nd & ith Sundays
9 30n m
3rd Sunday

Poplar Springs
SIM
Morning Worship
6 70P.m
Evening Worship

Cherry Cornier
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Union Grove
)0 SO• in
MornillgWorsrip
6 30p m.
Evening Worship

Brooks Chapel United
1 CCie m
lat Sunday
9 30a in
2nd Sunday
00 a m
11
3rd & 4th Sundays

Hazel Baptist
Il• m
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Evening WOrship

Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
worship
Evening

West Murray
10 5.)• in
Morning Worship
69 in
Evening worship

lilt

Wallace's
Book Store
753 7331

'lviii

RI Al TORS
000 1, 01S5

r 17()11l

557

''3(65 ,

tS

14.1,

Hendon's Service Station
CLOSED ON SUNDAYS
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No

4th

t

Phone /53 1,7'
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Austin Peay Can Clinch
Tie With Win Saturday

s—Se—c;ion Survey
S;•::-r-t—
Please circle answer
Times sports sec1 Are you a regular reader of the ledger &
tion? Yes No

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn -"They'll be hanging from the
rafters in the Little Red Barn
Saturday," was the chorus on
the chartered bus as the winning Austin Peay State
University Governors rode
home from Cookeville, Tenn.,
following their 73-70 victory
over Tennessee Tech, Monday
night.
"We're leading the league by
two games with only three to go
and can clinch at least a tie
Saturday night," co-captain
Jerry Wanstrath stated. 'We'll
give the home folks something
to remember us by Saturday,"
the senior center added.
The gime Saturday stacks up
as the biggest basketball game
in the school's history for more
than one reason. Of course,
clinching a tie for the Ohio
Valley Conference title is the

Please place a check by your age group. Under 21 n-39 40-65
3. Please indicate your sex with a check. Male Female
national
4. How do you rate the Ledger & Times coverage of
sports? Satisfactory Unsatisfactory No Opinion
5. How do you rate the Ledger & Times coverage Of Murnoy
N
High and Calloway County High School sports? Satisfactor
•
Uttsfactory No Opinion
wheels to tax the
TR E AD S LI GHT LY — Wheels'of 'pedal car ride within huge racing
'
Jrat
0
Knight
Akron.
Don
old
year
imagination of five

of Murray
6 How do you rate the Ledger & Tunes coverage
No
Unsatisfactory
State--University .sports? Satisfactory
Opinion
7 Would you be in favor of a nationally syndicated sports
column' Yes No
8 Would you be in favor of a regular sports column by one of the
ledger & limes sportswriters' Yes No
9 Would you like to see a weekly feature on a Murray State
athlete, such as the recent one on Steve Barrett? Yes No
10 Do you approve of the way in which the Ledger & Times
reported the summer baseball program last year' Yes No
11 What do you like the best about the Ledger & Times sports
setation" photography style of writing headlines national sports
local sports the variety of sports other
12 What do you least like about the Ledger & Tunes sports
national sports
section' photography style of writing headlines
other
sports
of
local sports the variety
13 What sports do you feel should be given more coverage'
Tennis Golf Baseball Basketball Track Football Other
sports
14 Do you approve of the layout of the Ledger & Tunes
15 Do you approve al the coverage given to the Murray City
Park and Recrediss Department? Yes No

Coe College Trying To
Be The UCLA Of Midwest
Can you
NEW YORK 1AP
name two similarities between
little Coe College of Iowa and
mighty UCLA?
Well, for one, both have unbeaten basketball records this
season. And both Coe's Marcus
Jackson and UCLA's John
Wooden once coached at Central High School in South Bend,
Ind.
"I'm going to call John and
tell him that we're trying to be
the UCLA of the Midwest,"
says Jackson. "Other than the
Midwest, not too many people
know about us "
They'll know about Coe if
they read-the latest College Di-1111011 Kbit.i.SUCS Wallet/1(4a
by National Collegiate Sports
Services, the statistical arm of
the National Collegiate Athletic

expanded photography of Murray
It Do You iMoinve of le
County High School basketbairdalloway
State. Murray Nigh and
Yes No

Thursday's
College
Basketball

tucky Wesleyan leads in team
offense with 97.4 points per
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
game, Steubenville is tops in
EAST
defense at 43.3, Bloomsburg,
Notre Dame 92, W. Virginia
Pa., State is No. I in average
an
with
margin
scoring
Providence 107, Assumption
18.7 point per-game difference,
Wiscoasin-Green Bay is the
Manhattan 97, Connecticut 87
best shooting team at .542 and
Southamptgp 50, Dowling 46,
Rockford, Ill., leads in free 01
throw percentage at .754.
Marist 115, New Paltz 92
Claude White of Elmhurst is
Jersey City St. 87, Montclair
still the individual scoring lead- Si 62
er with a 33.2 average but
Glassboro 89, Wm. Patterson
Glenn Berry of Southampton 68
took over the field goal perBoston St. 88, Plymouth St. 67
centage lead at .639 while JohnNew Haven 90, Merrimack 65
ny Goston of Alabama A&M
Tufts 92, Brandeis 91
moved into the top spot among
Union,'N.Y. 86, Binghamton
Jtjl shooters at .903.
SOUTH . .
Tulane 80, ISU-New Orleans

ASSOCiati061.

Murray State
-Women "Caters
Play Tonight

Sports In
Brief

ANDERS-PURDOM

31-16), righted
were down by
ourselves and outscored Tech
18-4 in the last 6:34 of the first
half.
"Again, our superior bench
enabled us to off-set Tech's
great start and come from
behind to pull the game out. It is
a tremendous amount of
security knowing we have the
bench we have," Kelly added
The only casualty of the
weekend trip for the Govs was
senior Jerry Wanstrath who had
to pay a visit to TTU's infirmary following the game
where he got seven stitches in
his lower lip from an errant
elbow he caught.
"It doesn't look too pretty and
it doesn't feel too good right
now," Wanstrath said, "but
when I think of our record, the
hurt goes away."

Omaha Kings Fall To
Milwaukee Thursday

biggest.
However, add to this the fact
that the Govs will be going for
their 14th straight win, their
21st of the year and their 12th at
home this year without a loss
only makes the evening more
OMAHA, Neb. (API — "We Kings' points in overtime, and
attractive for the rabid APSU
played an emotional first half. finished with 43.
basketball fans.
It was a gutty performance
Usually, a letdown follows and
"As many factors as are
Archibald, who missed the
by
the stronger team can take adinvolved with the game, we
game at Buffalo Tuesday night
of
it."
vantage
know we will have our hands
That was Coach Bob Cousy's because of a bruised knee, and
full with Western Kentucky,"
after his Kansas City- played just 15 minutes against
analysis
head coach Lake Ktay obKings fell to the Mil- Detroit Sunday.
Omaha
served on the bus.
It was the night's only game
waukee Bucks 116-113 in over"Right now they are playing
game in the NBA. No games were
The
night.
Thursday
time
tremendous basketball. Their
dosed out the series between scheduled in the American Baswin over Eastern Kentucky at
tbe National Basketball Asocia- ketball Association.
Richmond Monday night is
The Kings left the court at
_clubs, with Milwaukee
l:Ion
- conclusive- proof of how well
halftime to a standing ovation
holding a 8-1 edge.
they are operating.
The Kings' Nate Archibald after an Archibald basket at
"They have gotten some of
Matt Guokas put together the buzzer—that would have
and
their injured performers back,
back oaurt magic that amazed Houdini—gave them a_
some
-The Citadal-01,-Wofford 56
have settled on a regular
otte
UNC-Charl
home crowd on 59-65 lead
a
capacity
had
119,
Marshall
starting lineup and are
Archibald's short jumper
of the night_ But
much
feet
its
65
generally causing havoc with
of Kareem with two second left was off
talents
the
towering
Richmond 113, VMI 84
the teams they are playing. I
Abdul-Jabbar with 27 points target, but the ball bounced
Washington & Lee 85, Centre
am just happy the game is at
and Lucius Allen with 32 back to him. He picked it up
74
r
our place," the second-yea
proved too much for the injury- with his back to the basket,
Fairmont St. 64, W. Va St. 62.
coach mused.
gave a little twist and 41301. Off
plagued
Kings.
Morns Harvey 103, W. Va.
The game, which is slated to
beat Us in the balance over his shoulder. The
always
"They
Wesleyan 77
get under way at 7:30 p.m.
last minute or two," Archibald ball banked high off thirmia=-Tenn. Tedi IR; Tenn.-ChatCST), will again find a limited
said. He scored all nine of the board and spun into the hoop.
tanooga 87
amount of space available for
Fla Southern 73, Stetson 66
those fans needing tickets for
the contest.
MIDWEST
"If we could figure some way
79
Milligan
Bethel 13,
squeeze 10,000 fans into our
to
Ill.
NE Missouri 92, Quincy,
present building," athletic
78
director George Fisher said,
Valparaiso 100, Evansville 78
still not have enough
"we'd
Hays
Fort
Pittsburg St 78,
room Saturday. However, we'll
St. 57
do all we can to take care of as
Norttmr.stern, Iowa 116, Dana
many people as we can."
104
The Governors, tiding the
Benedictine, Kan. 62, Mo.
crest of a 13-game" winning
Southern 61
Reason 10. R & R Block CarCprepareq;
streak which equals the longest
SOUTHWEST
have all received special training on the
in the school's history, ventured
Houston 116, Truuty, Tex. 57
of the new tax forms for this year
territory
road
use
unfriendly
into
Centenary 88, Arkansas St.
over the past weekend and
will use the form that hest fits your
We
79, OT
skeptics'
lot
of
a
answered
personal situation so that you pay thr
own
Texas-El Paso 64, Wyoming
questions when they reeled off
least possible tax.
54
big conference road vicMemphis St 93, N Texas St. two
tories.
88
Saturday night they disposed
Louisville 85, W Texas St. 70
89-79 in a
Southern St., Ark 86, Ozarks, of East Tennessee
as their "best of
labeled
game
Ark 61
the year" by ETSU head coach
Henderson 90, Hendrix e3
Brooks following the
Dallas Baptist 96, Austin Col. Madison
contest.
87
Eddie
forward
Senior
FAR WEST
led the team ofNew Mexico 93, Colorado St Childress
fensively with 22 points but all
71
starters were in double
Oregon St. 82, Southern Cal five
figures as the Burs were unable
66
to stop the balanced squad.
UCLA 72, Oregon 61
Sophomore center Percy
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
Azusa Pacific 94. Cal LutherHoward led all rebounders with
an 45
the night as well as.
NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG.
U. San Diego 92, Grand Can- 15 for
points.
12
with
in
chipping
6 pm weekdays. 9am -s pm Sat Phone 7539704
9am
Open
yon College 71
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
ITU the Fort
St. Mary's, Calif. 83, Pepper- Monday against
had
23
Lauderdale, Fla., native
dine 82
Fresno St. 59, II Pacific 49
Sacramento St 84. l'C Davis
78

With no starter taller than 6foot-5 and with high scorer Ed
McFalls boasting a modest 16 1
average, the Kohawks are the
the Ledger & Times sports department only unbeaten i 19-0 through last
_ U.Would you Like to seehigh
schools in the area Yes No
to cover other
Two of the state's top five
week) team in the College Diviare seventh in scoring women's basketball teams will
and
sion
nt
improveme
overall
for
the
have
you
— 18 What suggestions dor
an output of 92.1 points tip-off against one another
the Ledger & Tunes sports section'
tonight when Murray State
per game.
In addition, they are eighth in University 'stays host to the
t .507) and University of Louisville.
Brandon, the field goal percentage
• Please mad your completed survey to Nfilte
marscoring
average
in
sixth
According to Murray Coach
your
Ledger et Times. P 0 Box 32.-Murray, Ks 42071 or bring
gm-92.1 to 75.7 for their oppo- Dewdrop Rowlett, U of L likes
comments
Further'
Street
4th
N
103
at
questionnaire by the office
i
nents, a 16.4 difference.
to run a full court man-to-man
may be included on an attached sheet of paper.
In the other categories, Ken- press which she says "We'll
need a lot of practicing on
When asked of the defense she
expects to rum, Coach Rowlett
replied, "I wish we could match
them man-for-man but our
bench strength is just not that
good, so we'll most likely go
with a 1-3-1 zone. Game-time is 7
p.m in the University School
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS round bye, so the serruhnal Campbellsville's 42, gradually gym.
Georgetown hosts Union Sat- play will be its first acsion in pulled away to its eighth win in
Murray held its record one
24 starts.
urday night in the semifinals of the tourney.
above .500 this past
game
John McKay led Camp- weekend when it split a doubleGeorgetown's win was its
the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference post-season 23rd in 30 starts. Van Phillips bellsville with 13 points. •
header with UK and Austin
Union outrebounded the home Peay. Although hitting 61.5 per
basketball tournament, and topped the Georgetown scorers
Cumberland entertains Oakland with 24 points and Bill Reinle team 52-41.
cent of its field goal attempts in
At Cumberland, it wasn't un- the first game, Murray could hit
added 19.
City.
CumberBaCharlie
by
that
til the second half
Berea was led
The pairings were deteronly 53 per cent of its free
land could build up a decisive throws in falling 52-45 to UK.
mined in contests Thursday cigalupt with 18 points.
outrebounded margin over Pikeville.
Georgetown
In the second game, Murray
The score was tied 11 times
Georgetown won its semifinal Berea 49-35, with Tom Stewart
Austin Pea): for the
defeated
Cumberin the first half, and
berth with a 81-61 romp over snagging 21 for the winners.
second tune in as many weeks,
At Campbellsville, Bill Swat- land was ahead 38-32 at inter- this time by a score of 50-41.
Berea at Georgetown, Union
made it with a 72-57 upset over ford fired in 29 points and mission.
Hurt Down 38-34 at half, Murray
Then, led by tartat
Camp- grabbed 11 rebounds to lead
Campbellsville
outscored Austin Peay 28-15 the
with Z2 points, Cumberland outbellsville, and Cumberland took Union to victory
second half.
in
early
ille
19-8
Campbellsv
Pikeville
arid
scored
over
Union
an easy 100-80 decision
Debbie Hafer and Tandy
were tied 26-26 at halftime, but the second half and continued
Pikeville at Cumberland.
Jones were the leading scorers
Oakland City had a first- ,Union, shooting 43 per cent to to build its lead.
for Murray in the game with 16
Pikeville was led by Nathan
and 14 points respectively.
points.
22
with
Kirk, also
Murray's record now stands
The victory upped Cumberat 5-4.
land's record to 20-4.
The two semifinal winners
Saturday will play for the
championship next Thursday
night.
Centre college ventured out
air.
1972 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door Sedan, power and
of state Thursday night for the
opening game of the College
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
1972 Pontiac Catalina, 2 door hard top, power and air,
Athletic Conference round-robin
GOLF
vinyl roof
tourney at Sewanee, Tenn., but
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&
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Washingto
by
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defeated
— Veteran Gay Brewer and
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Ike 86-74.
soptimore Forest Fezler
tour
Skip Lichtfuss led the Washmatched five-under-par 67s and
1970 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power and air.
ington & Lee five with 22 points
shared the first round lead in
as they broke a 34-34 tie near
the Jackie Gleason Classic
1968 cadillac coupe DeVille, all power and air
the end of the first half and
LACOS, Nigeria — Bryan Alback.
looked
never
len, England, and Nigerians
1968 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power and air.
Centre, which plays host SePatrick Okpomu and Paul Osawanee in tonight's second
nebi fired five-under-par 66's to
1968 Buick Electra 225, power and air. green with vinyl
game, was led by Mike Pharris
roof
share the lead in the 1973 Nigewith 11 points.
rian Open Golf Championship.
1968 Buick Electra 225, tan with whillt`lnyl roof
BOGOTA, Colombia — Tony
Sign Three
Jacklin, England, carded a sev1971 Oldsmobile 88,4 door, power and air, 21,444 Tr]des
en-under-par 65 and took the
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
first round lead in the Rogata
vinyl
air,
and
power
(API -- Montreal Expos an1967 Oldsmobile 88, I oor hard top,
Open Golf Tournament.
nounced Thursday they have
roof
TENNIS . .
the
of
products
three
signed
, Germany — AusCOLOGNE
1969 VW
National League club's farm
tralian K Rosewall advanced
1973
the
for
contracts
to
system
cars
rter-finals of the Coto the
2-1973 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedans, Company
season.
orld Champion Tennis
logne
Denis
Signed were pitcher
nt, defeating Roger
Tour
McSween of St. Timothee, Que;
Taylor, England, 6-1, 7-5
PRICES
ALL GOING AT BARGAIN
catcher Barry Foote of
SALISBURY, Md.
Jeff
Smithfield, N.C., and outfielder
Los Angeles, advanced
Austin,
Bombo Rivera of Ponce, Puerto
to the quarter-finaLs of the U.S.
Rico.
National Indoor Open Tennis
play24
The Expos now have
hips, defeating Nick
Champions
ers of the team's 34-man winter
-- Main Street -Kato, Greece, 7-5, 3-6, 7-6
roster under contract.

-To- Host Union In
Semifinals Of State Tourney

points and 17 rebounds.
Freshman sensation Fly
Williams, playing what head
coach Lake Kelly termed "his
finest total game of the year"
led all scorers at Tech with 24
points. He also had nine
rebounds.
Howard Jackson, turning in
another outstanding defensive
effort on Rich Stone, had an
astounding 19 rebounds and
tt_
scored eight points.
The other freshman starter
for the Govs, guard Danny
Odums, continued his outstanding "quarterbacking" of
the Goys as he was credited
with nine assists, raising his
seasonal total to 128, only six
away from the APSU record.
"Our entire effort Monday
night was tremendous," Kelly
reflected on the ride home."We

Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
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Crucial Tests Face
Murray Over Weekend

•

Their conference championship hopes dimmed but not
out after a split of games at
Tennessee Tech and East
Tennessee last weekend, Murray State's Racers will be host
to Middle Tennessee Saturday
night and play Western Kentucky at Bowling Green next
Monday.
The 81-79 loss at Tech and the
78-70 win at East brought the
Racers' Ohio Valley Conference
record to 6-3 and tied them with
Morehead for second place in
the league League-leader
Austin Peay, which won at Tech
and East over the weekend, is
10-1. Murray's overall record is
18-8.
For the Racers to stay alive in
the conference until they play
Austin Peay at Murray, March
3, they will not only have to beat
Middle and Western but also get
an assist from one of the two
when they play Austin Peay.
Western will play at Austin
Peay Saturday and Middle will
be host to the Govs Monday. The
Murray-Austin Peay game was
originally scheduled for Feb. 28
but was moved back to
Saturday so that it could be the
league's television game of the
week. The new game time is 12
noon.
The Racers may have to play
Middle arid Western without
their starting center and No. 3
scorer, Marcelous Starks.
Starks injured a knee in the
East Tennessee game and is on
crutches. However, his playing
status won't be cleteemined anti]
later in the week. He has
averaged 15 5 points and 11.2
rebounds for the Racers. Should
he not be able to play, he will be
replaced by T.C. Jamison who
has averaged 3.2 points and 3.9
rebounds as a reserve.
Racer Coach Cal Luther says
his team's weekend opponents
both appear to be coming strong
after bad starts. Western
shocked Eastern Kentucky 77-70
at Eastern Monday and Middle
lost by only two at Morehead.
"We'll have to play our very
best to beat them," Luther said.
Luther said be couldn't have
asked for better offensive play
than he got from his team at
both Tech and East but that its
defense wasn't as good as it
needs to be at Tech. Tech hit 63
percent for the game and a
torrid 77 per cent the second
half to beat the Racers who also
had one of their better shooting
nights, hitting 59 per cent.
Les Taylor continued his
super play in both games,

Kirksey And Hazel
PTA Teams To Meet
In Benefit Game

scoring 30 points at Tech and 25
at East. He's averaging 22.9 for
the season and also leads the
team in assists with 77 and in
free throw percentage with 80.9.
Mike Coleman is averaging
16.9 points for the Racers and is
the team's leading rebounder
with 11.8 a game. Darnell Adell
is averaging 8.4 points, Jesse
Williams 7.2, and Steve Barrett
6.4.
As a team, the Racers are
averaging 83.5 points and 46.8
rebounds to opponents' 76.8
points and 35.7 rebounds.

By HAL BOCK .
Associated Press Sports Writer
Boxers say a good big man
will always beat a good little
man and college basketball
buffs might say it tooProvidence, ranked seventh
in The Associated Press poll of
major college teams, wiped out
Assumption, the No. 5 team in
the small college poll, 107-87
Thursday night
Marvin Barnes, 6-foot-8, took
Assumption apart, scoring 29
points and grabbing 30
rebounds. Ernie DiGregorio
added 21 and Kevin Stacom had
20 for the Friars, 19-2 on the
season.
Joe O'Brieri,• -resdt--el----Assumption, also 19-2, was suitably impressed. "It was awesome what they did to us," he
said.
Meanwhile, UCLA's top-ranked powerhouse kept rolling
along with a 72-61 victory over
Oregon, the 67th straight
triumph for the Bruins, 22-0
this season. Oregon freshman
Ronnie Lee led all scorers with
31 points.
Ninth-ranked Houston got Si
points from Dwight Jones and
romped to a 18-47 victory over
overmatched Trinity. The Cougars, who also got 19 poinii
from Louis Dunbar and 16 from
Steve Newsome, ledby 62-35 at
halftime.
Memphis State, leader of the
Missouri Conference race,
clinched a tie for the league
title by defeating North Texas
State 9348. Six-foot Larry
Finch scored 37 points for the
Tigers, ranked No. 14.
Sam Whitehead hit 24 points

j
t

Phone 753-7116

Miller flew to Los Angeles
Thursday after spending two
hours with the owners' top negotiator, John Gaherin
0 According to a source close
0 to the talks, Miller hopes to get
a picture of the players' feelings at the gathering before
heading east for the seventh set
jof negotiations in eight days.
The briefing is the first of

0
0

The Gibson County Polled
Hereford Club, Inc.
Presents The
Third Annual Night Sale of Polled Herefords
Gibson County Fair-Grounds Heated Sale Pavilion
Trenton, Tennessee
Friday Night, March 2. 1973
51 Lots

NEW U.S.O.C. HEAD
Philip 0. Krumrn, of
Kenosha, Wis , is the new
president of the U S
Olympic- Committee

including 16 in the first half as
Oregon State handled Southern
California 82-66. State shot 60
per cent from the floor and
tagged USC with its second
straight Pacific-8 Conference
loss. The Trojans, 7-3 in the
conference, are second behind
UCLA's 10-0 Pac-8 mark.
New Mexico, ranked No. 15,
got 20 points from Darryl Mintuefield and defeated Colorado
93-72. The Lobos, 21-3 for the
season, had to come from behind for the victory. They were
down 38-37 at the intermission
after scoring the final nine
points of the first half.
John Shumate scored 24
points as Notre Dame_ defeated
West Virginia 92-73. Gary Novak added 19 for the Fighting
Irish, who started four sophomores against West Virginia's
three sophs and two freshmen
Manhattan ran off 17 straight
points in the first half and
coasted to a 97-87 victory over
Connecticut in the first game of
a Madison Square Garden doubleheader. Mike Moore's 22
points paced the Jaspers. Seton
Hall downed St. Bonaventure
61-56 in the second game.
Louisville used a balanced attack to down West Texas State
85-70 in a Missouri Conference
game. Four Louisville players
hit double figures led by Ulysses Bridgeinan's 17 points.
Fteginal Raney paced the losers
with 27 points.
Richmond shot 111 per esti
from the floor in the first half
and whipped Virginia Military
11344. Aaron Stewart's 31
points paced the Spiders. He
also grabbed 13 rebounds and

Baseball Talks
Take Respite Today

WANTED 0
0
gRoute Carriers/
0
0
tor the
CourierJournal

Austin Peay To Have Shot At
Clinching Tie For OVC Crown
By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
About the time millions of
persons are watching Archie
Bunker on television Saturday
night, Austin Peay State University may be having its own
version of "All In The Family."
Fly Williams' %wilier hopes
to be in Clarksville Saturday
night to see her son, an Austin
Peay forward from Brooklyn,
N.Y., play basketball for only
the second time.
She just may get to see Austin Peay clinch a tie for the
Ohio Valley Conference title.
The Goys. can do that by beating Western Kentucky,

Providence Trounces Assumption
107-87 In College Play Thursday

The Men's and Women's
Basketball teams of the Hazel
School Parent-Teacher Club
LOS ANGELES (AP) will play the Kirksey ParentBaseball contract talks took a
Teacher Association's men's
respite today while Marvin Miland women's teams on Saturler held the first in a series of
day, February 24, at-seven p.m.
sectional briefings with major
at the Hazel School.
leaguers in a move to sample
Admission will be 25 and 50 the
mood of ballplayers.
cents The public is invited and
urged to attend these games
Miller, executive director of
which are held each year by the the Major League Baseball
parent-teacher organizations to Players Association, said he
raise funds for benefits of the would give West Coast players
schools, a school spokesman "an optimistic view" of the
said
meetings with team owners before returning to New York
tonight to meet With management again Saturday.
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seven, the next set for Monday
in Chicago.
If no agreement is reached
before March 9 the meetings
with players will continue It
was reported that if the stalemerit continues after that date,
players will be 'polled to see if
they will strike for the second
time in as many 111811101111.
The players association executive board last Friday called
for a resumption of negotiations
on three-year contracts on the
so-called Basic Agreement over
active player-owner relations
and the pension and benefit
plans.
Arbitration of individual contracts and the reserve clause
remained the stickiest issues.
Under player contracts,
spring training officially opens
March 1 and the association
said it would consider it a lockout if training camps do not
open then.
The Los Angeles Dodgers'
player representative, pitcher
Don Sutton, said "the players
feel we have made two very
big concessions and in exchange we have asked that
spring training be opened and
that confidential and regular
negotiations be continued."
Sutton said "one of the big
items is that we do not feel it is
necessary to have a spring
training lockout." The training
camps are closed except for
some non-roster players.
Meanwhile, Manager Sparky
Anderson of the defending National League champion Cincinnati Reds, said that "To be
truthful, I never thought I'd see
the day when sports would
come to this

Western On Monday

The Goys lead the OVC with
a 10-1 record while Morehead
and Murray are 8-3 each. Easter)' Kentucky is at Tennessee
Tech Saturday night while Murray entertains Middle Tennessee. Morehead is at East
Tennessee in the 12:00 noon
(CST) televised game.
Mrs Williams, who saw her
son score 63 points in a high
school game the only other
time she watched him play,
says Fly always played basketball as a youngster.

picked up six assists
In other games, Marshall
topped North Carolina-Charlotte 66-56, McNeese State whipped Lamar 85-79, Texas-El
Paso topped Wyoming 64-54,
Tulane downed Louisiana StateNew Orleans 80-66, Northeast 4
Louisiana beat Middle Tennessee 74-68, and Centenary
took Arkansas State 88-79.

Luther To Speak At

And if Austin Peay wins and
Morehead and Murray both
lose, the Goys will wrap up the
OVC (Town and earn the right
to advance to the March 10
N('AA Mideast Regional tournament in Dayton, Ohio, where
their foe would be an at-large
team, possibly f th-ranke4
Marquette or 20th-ranked Jaciti
sonville.

All that practice apparently
paid off, as he's been among
the country's leading scorers
this season. He currently is averaging 30.6 points each game.
After Saturday night, Austin
Peay plays at Middle Ten-

nessee and at Murray. Morehead, which has lost starting
forward Leonard Coulter, will
be home against Tennessee
Tech and Eastern Kentucky
while Murray will be at Western Kentucky and host Austin
Peay.
Coulter, a 6-foot-5 junior, was
averaging 21.3 points and 11.7
rebounffs a game. He chipped a
bone in his right knee during
practice last week and will be
replaced by Arch Johnson, a 6foot-6 sophomore.
Murray, too, has been hit by
injuries. Marcelous Starks,
who was averaging 15.5 points
and 11.2 rebounds a game, injured a knee Monday night
against East Tennessee and
was on crutches this week.
If he is not able to play Saturday, his replacement would
be T.C. Jamison, a 6-foot-5
sophomore.
Murray Coach Cal Luther
says his team's next two opponents-Middle Tennessee and
Western Kentucky-appear to
be coming strong after disappointing starts.
"We'll have to play our Very
best to beat them," Luther
said.

Willis Gets Win 350
As Jayvees Edge SIU
Rick Weisman gave Kayo
Willis a present Wednesday
night at Carbondale, Illinois.
Weisman's basket at the buzzer
gave the Murray State junior
varsity a 62-80 win over the
Southern Illinois University
jayvees marking the 350th
career win for Willis.
The Salukis had tied the score
with just 10 seconds left when 68 sophomore Ed Benton scored
from under. Willis called for a
time and made plans for the
winning basket.
WeLsman took the ball and
three quarters court and drove
the length of the floor for the
winning points.
Throughout the first half
neither team was able to gain a
sizable lead. Murray held a 3028 edge at intermission.
In the second half, the Baby
Racers led by as much as five
points, SIU held a two point lead
late in the game for their
largest margin.
Both teams hit 2647 from the
floor for a .418 mark but the
Racers hit two more charity
tosses than did the Salukis.
Murray pulled down 36
rebounds whip Southern had 32.

Freshman Greg Carrington
pulled off 12 rebounds for the
Racers while Wiserna4grabbed
seven. Benton graltied 13
caroms for SIU.
Freshman Donnie Gaddis
paced the losers with 18 while
Benton, a varsity player,
dropped in 13.
Carrington led the Racers
with 21 while Jeff Hughes
chipped in with 16. Donnie
Woods and Wiseman scored 12
apiece.
The junior varsity, with an 117 season mark, will close their
season Saturday at 5:30 p.m.
when they host Middle Tennessee.
30 32-82
MSU
SIU
2832-80
Murray 162i-Woods 12,
Hughes 16, Wiseman 12,
Carrington 21, Logan 1 and
Kelly.

Music City USA
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The Music City USA 420 May 12
has been added by the National
Association for Stock Car Auto
Racing as the second annual
Grand National race for Nashville's Fairground Speedways.

PICKthe

Cal Luther veteran _coach at
Murray State University's
Racers, will be the principal
speaker at Western Kentucky
University'. Hilltopper Hundred Club luncheon meeting
next Monday,(Feb. 36).
Luther's Racers, currently in
second place in the Ohio Valley
Conference standings, will be in
Bowling Green, that night to
Wale Western's Hilitoppers.
The luncheon is eat for Ma
a.m. CST in the Dowsing
University Center.
Luther is in his 15th NINE at
Murray and entered the etWlent
campaign with a 212-131 wonlost record.

BOWLING . • •
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. Don Johnson, Akroo„ Ohio,
moved trite first pia* in tbs.
990,000 Winston-Salem Bowline
Classic with a 63-pm lead

Win two tickets to every tournament game and three
nights lodging at the Breckinridge Inn in Louisville.
Put your basketball lk now tedsve to work and Burger Queen will
Out you and a guest in the grandstands for all games of the
Kentucky State High School Basketball Tournament
and
also Out YOU up at the Breckinridge Inn during three nights of
the meet March 14th 15th and 16th

LEGAL NOTR'F.

THE PRIZE
The *wrier *a. receive r*: ticti,C11s 1. e;ery game of the 1973
Kentucky State High School Basketball Tournament to be held
March 14th 15th 16th and 17th He will also win free lodging
at the Breckinridge Inn in Louisville on the nights of the 14th

15th and 16th
Choose the teams you think will make it to the Sweet Sixteen
Tournament from the list of Kentucky High Schools below
NOTICE OF SALE
ROM:
Enter their names in the blanks and deposit the entry form in
THE COMMONWEALTH OF
1 Fill out the entry blank in this ad cut it out and deposit it in
the contest receptacle at Burger Queen You could be cheering
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
the contest receptacle at Burger Queen
with
the
excited
fans
Tournament
when
the
March
begins
14th
Circuit Court DEBRA OUTLAND
2 Deadline for entries is March 4 1973 at 11 00 PM
HILL and JOE HILL. JR ,
Look to Burger Queen for the best - the best
3 Prize does not include transportation and food
husband and wife, PLAINTIFF,
in food
4 Winners will be notified March 12 1973
and the best in contests - because
VERSUS
Burger Queen means fun'
5 In case of a tie earliest entry wins
WILMA DOUGLAS and DEBS
6 Prizes are non-transferable and non-redeemable for cash
7 Ernployeet of Burger Queen and Os advertising agency
DOUGLAS, DOVIE DOUGLAS
are ineligible to participate in this contest
and
DOUGLAS,
STEVEN
8 No purchase necessary
NETTIE ROWLAND GIBEtS, ET
9 All Burger Queen Restaurants will participate in this contest
AL DEFENDANT.
10 Any income taxes due to winning the prize shall be paid by
By virtue of a judgment and
the winner
•
order of sale of the Calloway
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Kirksey School lunchroom at
pin
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Stalloris-Horton Engagement

Sunday, February 23

Saturday, February 24
The Alpha Department of the
Activities will start at the Murray Woman's Club will
Dexter Community Center with have its luncheon meeting at the

the serving of plate lunches
from four to six p.m. followed
by a gospel singing featuring
the Bu-Mac Boys and other
singers. Proceeds will be used
to help repair the building.

A Gospel singing will be held
at the Union Hill Church of
Christ from seven to nine p.m.

Open house in celebration of
the golden anniversary for Mr
and Mrs. Lenice Fisk will be
held at their home on North 16th
Street from two to 4:30 p.m.

,Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bowden
whose home and contents were
destroyed by fire will be
honored with a shower at the

Compare these

ha-ider
p on him

!D.

DEAR ANIMAL LOVER: Well said., Hut let's hear it
from another animal lover:
DEAR ABBY: Those meat-eaters who throw a tit about
wildlife have got to be some of the biggest
hypocrites of all time.
Just where do they think beef, pork and mutton come
from? Anybody who's raised a 4-H calf, or nursed along a
runt pig or an orphan lamb knows that these animals are
every bit as lovable as the majestic buck or graceful doe
How tnuch kinder is death from a hit on the head with
a sledge hammer than from a bullet? All meat eaters are
guilty
In case you're wondering—yes, I at meat. And no, I
don't hunt. And yes, I love animals !present population, one
dog, four cats, six horses, and one pig).
MRS. K., LA MOILLE, ILLINOIS
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DEAR FOOLISH: Tell him your name isn't "Avis."
and you deal intend to try harder because you're Number
Two i respect a divorced parent who considers his child.
but the closest, most enduring relationship of all is the
husband-wife relationship. Kiss the man goodby before he
beats you to it He" Irving to discourage you.
DEAR .ABBN" The letter in your column about tainting
prompts this letter Hunting is a sport to which I am
morally opposed My husband knows my objections, but,
since he is an adult, I realize that his decisions are his
own, and it is with his own conscience he must wrestle I
don't participate in his hunting tripe, and have no intentions
of doing so
The problem centers around our 12-year-old son My
husband wants to buy him a gun and introduce him to the
sport. Our son, eager to participate in activities with his
father, is excited by the prospect
I don't feel that humans have the right to kill animals
unless their lives are directly endangered, or unless they
need the meat for survival We are an upper-middle-class
urban family, and neither of these situations is likely to
occur
My husband says that he wants maw to know the joy
of our rapidly vanishing wilderness MAN. I say, "Fine,
take him camping and teach him the craft of the woodsman.''
He claims he wants our son to know the challenge of
stalking elusive game.
I say, "Fine . . let him stalk with a camera. And if
. bring home some pictures."
he needs to have a trophy
He says he wants our son to be skillful with a rifle. I
don't mind that. We have access to an excellent skeetshooting range and instructors.
Finally, and worst in my opinion, my husband says he
wants our son to be a man, and that my refusal to sanction
the hunting will turn him into a sissy.
Abby, to me a true man for womanl is one who rejoices in the beauty of life, who works hard to preserve all of
that beauty, who respects mankind and all animals, and
who kills only as a necessity and never for pleasure or
sport
Many of our traditional and superficial concepts of
manhood and womanhood are being questioned these days,
and I think that the question of hunting as a means of
developing masculinity deserves being considered by more
Americans:
ANIMAL LOVER

O0
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I have been dating a divorced man for
two years now He has a child by his ex-wife, and my
problem is that he keeps reminding me in no uncertain
terms that his child will always come first'
I just can't accept this I don't think any woman could
We have had several very serious arguments over this. He
tells me he loves me, then he quickly reminds me that his
child will always come first. {This child lives with his exwife, but he has generous visitation rights I
After he's had a few drinks he talks about marriage.
and r think he really means it, but when it comes to setting
a date, he has so many reasons why he has to wait
There's only one big problem, Abby_ I really love this
man in spite of everphing. So what should I do'
FOOLISH

O0
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FAMOUS MILLS

100% POLYESTER CREPE
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•WE HAVE ONLY FINE QUALITY

-44,1000440.

•Reg SI :1(1 MacronA Cotton

The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a skating party at the
Benton rink from seven to nine
p.m.

•WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES

Wedding plans are incomplete,

•Rog $1 99 Polyester Crews

O0

Persons having uniforms should
wear them that day.

HERE
IS PROOF

REMAIAIVI
OISE
•1...n.tert quanta v in east+ tatioc

Red Cross Hospital Volunteers will meet _AR the Conference room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Convalescent Division at three
p.m. Pictures will be made.
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A May wedding is being planned for Miss Marsha Ann Stations
of Murray and William F. Horton of Mayfield. She is the oldest
daughter of Mrs. Ann L. Stations and the late Marshall Stallon.s,
and he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William P. Horton.
Miss Stallons is a 1971 graduate of Mayfield High School and is
now attending Murray State University where she is majoring in
accounting. She is a member of the Delta Omega Chapter of
Aloha Omicron Pi social sorority.
Mr. Horton is a 1970 graduate of Mayfield High School and is
also attending Murray State University as a music map''. He is a
member of the Gamma Delta Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia.

club house at twelve noon.
Hostesses
will
be
Mrs
John Livesay, Mrs. Harry
Conley, Mrs. J. A. Outland, and
Miss Mildred Hatcher.

James Garrison, and Robert
Douglas.
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Miss Marsha Ann Stallons

Dinner,
sponsored
by
National Hairdressers, will be
at Rudy's Restaurant from
cleven a.m. :to twc p.m.
Proceeds will go to the
Calloway Rescue Squad.

FRIDAY—FEBRUARY 23, 1973
have a "sweetheart" dinner at
Monday, February 26
the
club house at 6:30 p.m. with
Festival
District
First
Chorus, directed by Robert Amos Tackett as speaker.
Haar, will be in concert at the Hostesses will be Mesdames
University Harold Beaman, Lloyd Boyd,
Murray State
auditorium at six p.m. The Charles Hale, and Durwood
event is open to the public Beatty who will furnish the
dessert with each meir,ber
withoulliadmission charge.
bringing a meat dish and either
Service officer to assist a vegetable or salad.
veterans will be at the
The Creative Arts DepartAmerican Legion Home, South
6th and Maple Streets, from two ment of the Murray Woman's
club
Club will meet at the
to four p.m.
house, at ik30 am. Hostesses
The Theta Department of the will be Mesdames M.C. Garrott,
Murray Woman's Club will Donald Story, Paul Lynn,
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LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

OFFICE HOURS:
8:00 to 5:00 - 753-5005
After Hours - 153-8144

Bel Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street

Murray Cablevision

for awards to be presented at the 15th annual
POP AND ROCK—Five of the top singers nominated
Saturday, March 3, (9:00-10:30 p.m. CST )
live
t
broadcas
be
will
which
Grammy Awards ceremonies,
O'Sullivan. who will perform on the
Gilbert
right)
to
deft
on the CBS Television Network, are
Don
;
Mclean, another performer on the
; Neil Diamond
special: Helen Reddy, who will also perform
broadcast, and Carly Simon.

WSM
Ch. 4

Ttll Foth•r
Bloch
Gars Mom.
Illtsoury
•
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Louisa about a year ago to try
and boost the KET signal
there," said Paul Smith, KET's
chief of Field Services.
"Then we scouted the area
and decided to install the
translator, as there was no
other means to get our signal
into the valleys of the area," he
explained.
KFT began operation in 1968
with nine transmitters, then
added additional broadcast
facilities as funds became
available. "Presently,"pointed
out KET's Smith,"There aren't
many places in the state where
you can't receive a clear KET
signal."
The 19 transmitters and
translators blanket the Commonwealth's 40,395 square
miles, providing more than 40
hours weekly of instructional
television to each of the state's
190 school districts, and over 20
hours weekly of general interest
public television at night.
The Kentucky system aLN
has a complex closed-circu.
network linking each of Kentucky's universities, mental
hospitals, and community
colleges, feeding college-level
courses and inter-departmental
informational programs.

Friday, February 23

terrain
Other translators are located
in Owensboro, Whitesburg,
Pineville, Cowan Creek and
Barbourville.
Louisa's new translator will
allow people in this Lawrence
County community on the West
Virginia border to receive the
60-plus hours of instructional
and public television broadcast
weekly from KET's Network
Center in Lexington. Before the
Louisa
translator,
new
residents were unable to
receive the state-wide net except through a cable
"We received a request from

LOUISA, Ky.—Kentucky
Educational Television will
broaden its broadcast area on
March 1st when the Commonwealth's ETV system adds
another translator low-power
amplifier ) here.
Already the largest public
television system in the United
States, KET will have 13
transmtters and 6 translators
after the Louisa. factilt
becomes operational.
KET engineers have installed
the six translalors to boost weak
signals in areas
television
which have trouble receiving
the stations because of hilly

Louisa Gets Sixth
Largest Translator

Friday, March Z
9:00 cm. Movie: channel 8.
The Savage" Charlton
Heston,Susan Morrow, Peter
Hanson. Young white boy,
rescued by the Sioux,.grows
to manhood. When the Whites
and Sioux threaten to start a
war, he is torn between his
loyalties for his race and
adopted tribe.
3:30 p.m. Movie: channel 4.
"War of the Satellites" Susan
Cabot, Dick Miller, Richard
Devon. Scientist, working
with rockets for U. N. acts
strangely. His astronomer
' makes startling discovery
that outer space powers
for
scientist
control
destruction of project.
4:00 p.m. Movie: channel 5.
of
Revenge
"The
Frankenstein" Peter
Cushing, Francis Mathews,
Eunice Grayson. Baron

Friday Highlights
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story of a man's greed and
lust for gold. Telly Savalas,
Julie Newmar, Camilla
Sparv, Keenan Wynn and
Ted Cassidy co-star.
Frankenstein joins forces
10:50 p.m. Late Movie: channel
with small town German
12 (11:50 on channel 5).
doctor in his latest and most
of Usher," starring
"House
terrifying experiment. They
Price The classic
Vincent
create a monster out of bits
tale by Edgar Allan Poe
bodies,
and pieces of several
concerns a man and his
including the brain of a
sister, the last of a family
dwarf.
line cursed by madness for
4,
s
7:00 p.m. Peter Pan channel
many generations, and the
6. Mary Martin stars as the
man's macabre efforts to
airborne Peter Pan who
keep the family's tainted
refuses to grow up and
blood from spreading to
matches wits and detergenerations.
further
mination with the villainous
) Movie: channel 3.
12:NMU
RiCaptain Hook (Cyril
"Return of Dr. X" Humchard in a musical special of
Bogart, Dennis
phrey
Jan.
of
Repeat
(
the classic.
, ,Wayne Morris,
Morgan
21, 1966. ) "Sanford and Son,"
Rosemary Lane, After
"The Little People" and
Doctor X is executed, he is
are
Fear"
of
"Circle
revived with type no. 1
preempted.
human blood. Terror reigns
8:00 p.m. Movie: "Mackenna's
as people of this type blood
Gregory
starring
Gold, "
disappear
Peck and Omar Sherif
ng for the
ANDY AT THE GRAMMYS—Andy Williams. officiati
channels 5, 12. The dramatic
15th annual
the
for
boat
as
serve
will
year,
ive
consecut
third
Bobsleds added
Academy of
Grammy Awards ceremonies of the National
R01.1,1 OM it Pit
ing
to
added
Jason Robards •as
Recording Arts and Sciences INARAS 1. honoring outstand
die cast of 'Tat Garrett and
ment in the field of musk and featuring a notable array of
achieve
SaturBilly the Kid" starring Jam,'.
recording artists, to be presented as a special broadcast
Coburn and kris Kristnfferwti
:30 p.m.. (ST. on the CBS Television
(9:00-10
3,
March
day,
in the title roles.
Network.
4

•

000

get the hit version.
In fact, for a long time. Mac chose not to sing professionally at all.
Whenthe changed his mind, however, he went about it with the same
thoroughness that marked the other phases of his career.
His album for Columbia Records—"Mac Davis, Song Painter," garnered armloads of good reviews and made a hefty dent on the charts. "I
Believe In Music," his second album, is also was doing very well on the
charts. His newest record album, "Baby Don't Get Hooked On Me", has
already reached one million in sales and is in the top ten on all the charts.

MAC DAVIN
He doesn't read music—but he's created songs known all over the
world
He comes from I,ubbock, Texas,andlus roots are deep in the country --hut his music appeals to millions for whom "country music" is only an
incentive to push the buttons on their radios. "
He's a phenomenal success as a songwriter -but the critics prefer to
say he "paints the songs out of the colors and textures in his mind."
He's Mac Davis—and in an age of categories, he defies classification
He's a singer, a poet, a musician, a human being—and he's one of the
hottest attractions going in the music business.
His musical career began in a church choir and expanded in college
where he says, he majored in "beer and rock and roll" He formed a band
and played the fraternity circuit from Alabama to the Carolinas to
Florida It was at this time that he began to create his own songs
Davis doehn't necessarily feel that he should be the one to interpret all
of his own material. Unlike many other singer-songwriters, he loves to
have his songs recorded by artists he admires even if it means that they
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bat a true single.
Helen's parents are show people. Her father, Max Reddy. was a wellknown writer, producer and comedic actor in Australia.Stella Lamond,
her mother, is an equally prominent actress. Helen not only sang with
them as a ohild but appeared with them on their own long-running radio
show, playing virtually every female part a radio writer could write.

looking upon you as the new kid on the block."
To American eyes and ears, however, she is indeed the new kid on the
block And in more ways than one. Her first hit singles, "I Don't Know
How To Love Him," "Crazy Love" and her own "I Am Woman."
established her not only as a star but as that rarity on the current music
scene, a female star who is not one of a trio or the lone girl with a group

years ago she might have been Tom Sawyer.
Born in an Australian trunk, so to speak, Helen looks, talks and acts
less like "show business" than most of the young overnight sensations
who come and go in the wildly insecure world of pop music. And she is
mildly amused to find Hollywood's more established stars welcoming her
as a newcomer. "When you have been singing for your supper for 25
years," she laughs easily', "it comes as a bit of a shock to find people

HELEN REDDY
me. I sang in tune and I had a tremendous
for
going
things
two
had
.1
ego." The speaker is Helen Reddy and the subject is Helen Reddy at the
age of four, making her professional debut as a singer at the old Tivoli
Theatre in Perth, Australia.
Miss Reddy still sings in tune. And if the ego is still there, it is very.
much matured and under control. At 30, she is an accomplished
professional on the threshold of becoming a superstar; a wife; a mother
and a warmly attractive young woman whose gamin-like appeal leaves
no'foom for pretension of any kind. Had she been a boy in Missouri 100

1
elen Reddy, Mac Davis To Appear In Concert
:
At Murray State University On February 25
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Davidson for"Mamr"
HOLLYWOOD (UFO Bruce Davidson, who starred in
"Willard." will portray Patrick
(grown-up sersion I in "Mame.-

I UPI) Felton Perry signed with MGM
to co-star with Lou Gossett in
"The Fuzz Brothers.- an hour
pilot for ABC-TV.

ABC pilot
HOLLYWOOD

Rock narrates
HOLLYWOOD (UPI Hoek Hudson will narrate an
educational film for the
American Cancer Society being
made by the Film Department
of the University of Texas.

11:00 (SEE LOCAL STATION
LOG)
Idle p.m. Late Stevie: channel
12(11:30 on channel 5) "The
Night of the Iguana,"
starring Richard Burton,
Ava Gardner, Sue Lyon and
Deborah Kerr. The story
deals with a defrocked
minister and the three
women who play a vital part
in his life.

1971

Thursday, March 1
9:00 a.m. Movie: channel 8.
"Duffy" No other information available.
3:30 p.m. Movie: channel 3.
"Mr. Dodd Takes To The
Air" Jane Wyman, Kenny
Baker, Frank McHugh, Alice
Prady. Electrician's helper
gets a radio singing job in
New York: and operation
then changes his voice.
3:30 p.m. Mofve: channel 4.
"Tarzan's New York AdJohnny
venture"
Weissmuller, Maureen 0'
Sullivan, Charles Bickford.
Iiidnappers take Boy to the
United States as a circus
attraction.
4:00 p.m. Movie:channel 5.
"Alone Came Jones" Cary
Coopery, Loretta Young,
William Demarest, Dan
Duryea lanky cowpoke is
being hunted by a posse and
by an outlaw that looks like
him-almost gets killed by
both sides of the law.
8:410p.m. Movie: channels 5. 12.
"Honor Thy Father," based
on Gay Talese's best-selling
book, and starring Joseph
Bologna and Brenda Vaccaro, with special guest star
Raf Vallone, and Richard
Castellano. An inside view of
underworld family life within
the framework of Joseph
Bananno's alleged kidnapping in 1964 to the imprisonment of his son Bill in

Thursday
Highlights

FRIDAY-FEBRUARY 23. 1973

Sunday, February 25
1:00 p.m. Movie: channel 8
"Dr Strangelove" Peter
Sellers, George C. Scott,

time nf

colorful movie adaptation of
Lerner and Lowe's musicalcomedy hit set during the

Sunday Highlights
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* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
We Have It- We Will Get It-Or It Can't the Had

WALLIS

for liberation is greater.- she
says
In virgin cult roles, the damsel is often made distressed by
a man and then saved by him
The perfect wives are always
the women behind the men
"These are recurrent and
consistent motifs. Rarely do
you see a divergence." says
Sandra. listing -Clockwork drange.'.'.Diary of a Mad Housewife... and Woody Allen's -Everything You've Always Wantas
ed to Know About Sex
guilty parties today
She calls on the movie industry to begin seminars on the
image of women in film, so film
makers can become aware of
these -harmful cliches.. and be
able to make alternative
choices
"Maybe instead a movie
should reinforce feelings of caring, sensitivity, not fear but
faith.- says Sandra who can
think of only one American film
which does this • "Adam's
Rib.- with Tracy and Hepburn
After Sandra gave her pilot
program "Myth America in the
Movies. at New York University last spring, she was asked
to lecture at colleges across the
country

That same message becomes
more Strident and the penalties
for uppity women become death
instead of derision in a current
film like Hitchcock's "Frenzy-. says Sandra
• - Two women are killed off in
the most brutal way because
they try' to assert their female
independence It -s still a lesson
learned - except the male anger is more complete in the
1970s because women s struggle

SANDRA SHEVEY
after she was badgered by others in the office.
"The lesson learned is -give up your position and get
married You will be alienated
if you aren't preoccupied with
and men,- says
,frainIlsr..fads
d
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28
4 00 SESAME STREET
500 MISTER ROGERS
NE IGHBOR HOOD
5.30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6 00 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM Kentucky
History
6 20 LAW OF THE LAND
6 30 BUSINESS OF WRITING
7:00 EFFICIENT READ
ING
7.30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8 00 FILM ODYSSEY
Rules of the Game
10 00 SOUL

FAMILY

IS
13
S4
23
35
411
la

THURSDAY, MARCH 1
400 SESAME STREET
5 00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM Images and
Things
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL

Thursday, March 1

MONDAY FEBRUARY 26
4.00 SESAME STREET
5 00 MISTER ROGliRS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30 ELECTRIC 4MPANY
6:00 WINDOW TO 'HE
CLASSROOM Hollusmmei s
6- 30 BUSINESS OF W !TING
7.00 FOLK GUITAR
7 30 TV HIGH SCHOO
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: Stravinsky ReMem
bared
9:30 WALL STRtET
WEEK
1000 WASHINGION
WEEK IN REVIEW
1030 NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION

FEBRUARY
27
4 00 SESAME STREET
5.00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5.30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6 -00 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM. Harlan Boys
Choir.
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
7:00 YOU. THE SUPER•
VISOR
7:30 TBA
8:00 THE ADVOCATES
9:00 BOOK BEAT Never
Go Anywhere Without a
Pencil
9:30 BLACK JOURNAL
1000 AN AMERICAN
TUESOAY,

U eoucetionAt. TeueviatoN

SUNDAY,FEBRUARY 25
7:00 ZOOM .
7:30 EVENING AT PCPS
LeRoy Anderson
8:30 FRENCH CHEF
9.00 MASTEAPIECE T EATR E Point !Counter mt
10 00 F IRINQ LINE

KeNtlJC
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this year
"When we see violence films
which play out man s aggresmen
sion toward .women
repress these instincts, and let
them out in socially acceptable
situations The films reinforce
hostile feelings," says Sandra.
who calls herself "film critic in
residence" for the National Or-

Ashland
Bowing Green
Covington
ElitAbethtourn
Hazard
Launguip 111,chmen0
Leuisyfila

violent cliches which keep
woman in her place kindle feelings of antagonism between
men and women These evidence themselves in job discrimination sexism and mach
ismo.' sand Sandra Shevey.
who is teaching the first course
on women in films at the University of Southern California

*KW Cli 35
Mottrionv,iia
WKPAPI Clk
;Moreheed
'Murray May10•10 WSM U CS 21
VISION CS 52
Ouranto•
dflip1 Cli 27
*550 Ch
ISoomrsat

By ANN HENCKEN
NEW YORK (AP)
The antifeminist cliche
And increased violence im
today's films can lead to jolk
discrimination and hostility bet
tween men and women. says
27-year-old film critic
'It seems the vicious and

ganization for Women
Sandra groups the cliche
women's roles into The Virgin
Cult. the Sex Symbol. the Ca
reer 11-1 and The Perfect Wife
She feels that today's films are
just as cliche-ridden and even
more violent than films of the
past
• The career girl is always
crazy neurotic, hell-bent on
success. and she always learns
her lesson. says Sandra, who
groups the roles of Bette Davis.
Ginger Rogers. Joan Crawford
and Jane Fonda in Klute in
this category
Ginger Rogers in 'Lady in
the Dark" gave up her job to a
subordinate and married him

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Movie Cliches Lead
To H tility, Job Bias
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courageous drifter who finds
himself protecting a girl
from a band at escaped 1,
convicts.
11:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 29, i
"Come Back Little Sheba."
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obsession for a young
mountain girl.
8:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 29
40 Guns to Apace Pass."
Audie Murphy, Kenneth
Tobey, Michael Burns,
Laraine Stephens. U.S.
Cavalry captain leads
homesteaders to the safety of
the fort when Cochise goes on
the warpath then goes after a
traitorous corporal who has
stolen 40 repeating rifles to
sell to the Indians.
111:30 p.m.-Movle: Channel 4
Double Feeature- "The
Closed Cabinet" No other
information available.
Followed byMovie: "House
of Wax." Vincent Price,
Frank Lovejoy, Phylis Kirk,
Paul Picerni. Museum fire
turns handsome man into
human monster who steals
bodies from morgue to create
life-like images in was

10:30 p.m.-Movie: Channel 6
"Psycho" Anthony Perkins,
Janet Leigh, VMS! Miles.
John Gavin. Vomit woman
steals a fortune and encounters a young Man too
long under domination of his
mother. Electrifying
shocker.
11:011 p.m.-Movie: Channel 29
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu"
Sidney Toler, Phyllis Brooks,
John King Disappearance of
jewels leads Chan on a chase
in his own backyard,'so to
speak

FRIDAY-FEBRUARY 1:11, 073

Saturday, February 24

Saturday, February 24
1:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 5
-Crazy House" Olsen &
Johnson, Allan Jones, Andy
Devine. Looney antics of the
famed comedy team, who
knock themselves out in
Hollywood, to make a movie.
3:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 29,
"Cripple Creek." George
Montgomery, Karin Booth,
Jerome Gourtland, William
Bishop, Richard Egan, Don
Porter. Two government
agents paw as bandits in
carder to work their way Into
**Confidence of a gang that
Is looting the Cripple Creek,
Colorado gold mines
8:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 4, 6.
"I Walk the Line," starring
' Gregory Peck. Tuesday Weld
and Estelle Parsons. The
career of a rural Tennessee
sheriff is threatened with
destruction because of his

Saturday Highlights

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
in which he encounters
The Young Americans,
Beethoven t played by Peter
Milton C. Anderson, Ken
Ustinov I and Introduces him
Pryrniss, Judy Thomas.
to guest stars Bette Midler,
3:30 p.m.-Movie: Channel 4,
Semi-documentory:
Los
Stevie Wonder and Gilbert
"Here Comes The Coeds."
Angeles school teacher
Abbott • Costello Pe::
recruits new singers for his

Wednesday Highlights
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Keys F. Keel .
.... Field Office Manager
Tommy Murphey
. Field Representative
Anita McCallon
Secretary
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305 NORTH 4th STREET

MURRAY OFFICE

RCA Ithe go ahead people

Enough credit
and enough
time to see
me through
...that's
what I get
from my local
PCA office.

By ER NON SCOTT
HOLLYWOOD lLrpIl
Bibi Osterwald, the nagging Jewish
mother in -Bridget Loves Bernie,- is as Semitic as Queen Elizabeth.
. Bibi, in fact, is of Norwegian descent. Her family name, going
back to the loth century. was Ostenwald. Her family moved in 1012
from Scandinasia to Ness Jerses.
She is as baffled as anyone why Ahe was cast in the role of Sophie
Steinberg in the weekly CBS situation comeih.
The actress was playing an Irish cook and housekeeper in the soap
opera.."Where The ffeart Is:. when she was called to Hollywood to
play the 1 icidish mama.
It was her sesenth trip to California for a television pilot. When
the series was risen a green light Bibi had mixed feelings She was
delighted to mose from a daytime soap opera to prime time, but it
meant leasing her husband and son in Manhattan.
Bibi rented a furnished, two-bedroom apartment a scant two
blocks from Columbia Pictures where she could walk to work - she
was afraid of California drivers - spending 12 hours a day on the
set
Bibi has been married to New 1 ork bassist Justin Arndt for 23
....ars. Their son, Christopher, 17, is in his junior sear at a pri%ate
Ness 1 ork high school.
Father and son continue to live in the family's fise-room apartment across the street from the Stage Delicatessen. Bibi says the
proximity of the famed Jewish-style establishment might hese had
something to do with her casting, but she doubts it.
It his been necessary for the character to play down her accent on
the highly rated series to placate objections from s iewers.
But she is slightly displeased, as perhaps any female would be, at
the wardrobe she is required to wear as Sophie. To compensate, Bibi
buss expensive tailored full-length dresses and skirts.
The iNitting wig of the early episodes has disappeared, too.
Proud cook
Bibi takes enormous pride it, her culinary dexterity. She is
especial: adept at stews, casseroles and goulash. Anyone. she says.
ran prepare a roast if she is is Ming to spend a fortune for a top cut of
meat.
hen 'Bridget Loves Bernie- goes on its first annual hiatus Bibi
will return to New York to keep house for her husband and son, She
hopes. ton. to make some commercials.
"
%hen the series resumes this summer Bibi will return. hopefully
with Justin id tow. Currently he plays in the bit orchestra for "No,
No. Nanette" on Broadway. But he wants to go into the boat repair
business in Southern California as soon as Christopher graduates
from high school.
'Until the family resettles permanently on the west coast, Bibi has
Many lonely evenings. But site also entertains old friends from Ness
York who hase moved to Hollywood.
She finally has steeled herself to the local free,ful and has rented
an automobile. driaing to the beach Wirt ‘ariotis other recreation
areas.
Bibi Osterwald is a soluble woman who is mans years younger
than she appears in the series. She likes to chat is ith neighbors in the
apartment house. Her fasorite pastime is making Scandinavian
caolcies.
More than ansthing else Bibi is anxious to reunite her family and
find a real home.

itha

.1
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Bibi baffled by role
as Yiddish mamma

Tv profile
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Luc% on record
, HOLLY%(X11) iL Pll Lucille Ball makes her first
recording for "Nlame•' b%
in.
singing "Open a Nev.
dos..one of a dozen new songs
uritten by Jerry Herman for the
movie %ersion of the Broadway
musical.

Big C,pnadian production
WILLI 00I) L PO Canada's first big-budget
feature film. "klien Thunder.tdarring I hmald Sutherland.
filmed on location in Saskatchewan, uill be' released in
May.

%AmPaPeaw"waltWW•AseesP6PAPSW

* Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
* Country Hams and Steaks
* All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
A a.m. to 10 p.m., 7 Days a Week
- J. C. GALLIMORE -

HAZEL
CAFE
AND TRY OUR

COME TO

Tired Of Your Own Cooking?

Complete repair sersice on all makes iof TV's and Antennas. Good selection of 1973 Sylvania Color TVs &
Stereo's in stock.

Dealer In Murray

Your Only Authorized SYLVANIA

SALES & SERVICE
2 Miles From 5 Points
North 16th Ext.
Dial 753-2385

ORTEN'S TV

Hee Haw, and Mary Stuart of
Tomorrow.
Search For
The Celebrity Telethon for
Cerebral Palsy will be seen live
and in color beginning Saturday, Match 3 at 10:30 p.m.,
running through Sunday. March
4 at 600 p.m KFVS-TV,
Channel 12, in Cape Girardeau
will be originating the show
from their studios at 310
Broadway in Cape Girardeau.

Tillotson, the Hager twins of

Television star Ted Knight
will be appearing on the Third
Annual Celebrity Telethon for
Cerebral Palsy according to
Telethon
Graves,
Dave
Chairman.
Knight, who plays the
ecentric newscaster, Ted
Baxter, on the Mary Tyler
Moore Show, is a veteran
performer of movies and
television. He has been featured
on the popular Mary Tyler
Moore Show since the beginning
of the series.
Knight will be joining county
and western singer Johnny

Ted Knight To
Appear on KRIS
Telethon Show

Wednesday, February 211
11:011 a.m.-Movie: Channel 8,
"Black Orchid" Ronald
Howard, Mary Laura Wood.
Rare Flower is the only clue
to the mysterious murder of
a man's wife, a man seeking
a divorce.
1:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 29.
"Too Late Blues." Repeat of
on
11:00 p.m. movie
Tuesday.
3:30 p.m.--Movie: Channel 3,
"Here Comes The Navy."
James Cagney, Pat O'Brien,
Gloria Stuart. Sailor who
joined the Navy to even a
grudge, shpws true spirit in
daring attempt to land a
dirigible

Wednesday Highlights
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Wednesday, February 28
7

courageous drifter who finds
himself protecting a girl f,
from a band of escaped
convicts
11:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 29,
"Come Back Little Sheba."
Shirley Booth, Butt LanMoore,
Terry
caster,
Richard Jaeckel. When girl
student rents room from sleazy middle-aged housewife'
and her reformed alcoholic I
husband, she triggers off 1
couple's long-hidden I
emotions and frustrations. I
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returns to Life after being dead for 10
RETURN TO LIFE-Christopher Lee iright) as Dracuhir,
gets reads to nourish himself on
Latham,
Philip
by
played
servant,
his
of
aid
the
with
and
years
be presented for the first time on
to
Darkness,"
of
Prince
"Dracular,
human bolld, in a scene from
CBS Late Movie," In color on the
-The
on
)
CST
p.m.
10-30
television on Monday. Feb. 26, Istarting at
CBS Television Network.
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in which he encounters
The Young Americans.
Beethoven ) played by Peter
Milton C. Anderson, Ken
Llstmov ) and introduces him
Thomas.
Prymiss, Judy
to guest stars Bette Midler,
Los
Semi-documentory:
4,
Channel
3:30 p.m.-Movie:
Stevie Wonder and Gilbert
Angeles school teacher
"Here Comes The Coeds."
O'Sullivan
his
for
singers
recruits new
Abbott & Costello, Peggy
11:00 p.m. ) See Local Station
"Young
the
as
known
group
ConCook,
Ryan, Donald
Log)
Americans" irrid takes them
fusion reigns at a girl's
Movie:
p.m.-Late
10:30
singing
on a chaperoned
college when Abbott and
Cluinnel 12 , 11 30 on 5) "Kid
U.S.
the
act'oss
thour
off
pay
to
attempt
Costello
Rodelo," starring Don
9:00 p.m.-Burt Bacharach
the mortgage.
Leigh,
Murray, Janet
3."
No.
"Opus
Channels 3, 8.
4:00 p.m.--Movie: Channel 5,
Broderick Crawford and
entertainment
-One-hour
Dodge
at
Gunfight
"The
Richard Carlson. An exciting
special. Burt Bacharach
City," Joel McCrea, Julie
powerful story of a
and
musical-fantasy
stars in this
Adams, John McIntire,
Masterson,
Bat
Nancy Gates.
gunman-gambler, becomes
involved in town politics and
is elected sheriff-but falls
into disgrace trying to clean
up the old gang.
7:30 p.m.-Movie: Channels 3,
8. -You'll Never See Me
Again," original 90-minute
suspense-thriller made
especially for ABC starring
David Hartman. Joseph
Campanella, Jane Wyatt,
Ralph Meeker and Jess
Walton. A young wife
mysteriously disappears
after a quarrel with her
husband and his frantic
search uncovers evidence
which implicates him as her
murderer.
7:30 p.m.-Mystery Movie:
Channels 4, 6. "Park Avenue
Beat," starring Richard
Widmark as Madigan.
time,
against
Racing
Madigan tries to prevent an
old friend and ex-partner
from commiting murder.
8:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 29,
"The Young Americana."
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colorful movie adaptation of
Lerner and Lowe's musicalcomedy hit set during the
time of the gold rush.
10:30 p.m. Movie: channel b.
"Charlie Bubbles" Albert
Finney, Liza Minnelli, Colin
Blakely, Billie Whitelaw.
Story of a successful young
writer who has everything in
life, but cannot find hap
piness and peace of mind.
10:30 p.m. Movie: channel n.
"The Birds and The Bees"
George Gobel, Mitzi Gaynor,
David Niven, Regeginald
Gardner, Hans Conreid.
Millionaire falls for girl
card sharp but learning of
her reputation c3Ils off
romance. Later meets her,
posing as French girl, and
romance is on again.
11:15 p.m. Movie: channel 3.
Robert
Man"
"Music
Preston, Shirley Jones,
Buddy Hackett, Hermione
G1ngold, Paul Ford. Iowa
1912: Fast-talking traveling
to
arrives
salesman
organize a boy's band and to
his amazement falls in love
with lovely librarian and
can't run out when he should.

,
Sharon s
i•ure Salon

She lost 161
2 lbs. (144") in 16 visits.
/
The member losing the most pounds in 16 visits
or in 6 weeks wins a FREE month!
Phone
492-8861

'PEGGY ABBITT
Winner of a FREE Month!!

"In the past few years, nostalgia has gone big in all
areas," he said, leafing through
a promotional brochure entitled
"Fifty Years of Devils, Demons
and Monsters."
"One of our popular items is
the original series ot 12 Sherlock Holmes films, with Basil
Rathbone," he said.

And there is an agent ready
to sign a contract to bring a
full
to
three-ring
circus
campus.
"There seems to be a swing
toward cultural things," said
Lucy Lapage of Royce Carlton,
Inc., a New York firm.
"More campuses are looking
to speakers and artists to stay
around for gatherings and personal contacts after their presentations," sir says.
Eugene Remiels, representing
United Films, distributor of
horror moviea and film classics, says collegians are
"turned on to a npstalgia thing.

of the spirit of things," said one
agent.
There's a "monster booth"
where collegians can arrange
for campus viewings of vintage
horror films.

Conservative Topics
'In' For Entertainment

Sunday, February 25
1:00 p.m. Movie: channel 8.
"Dr. Strangelove" Peter
Sellers, George C. Scott,
Sterling Hayden, Keenan
Wynn. Psychotic Air Force
general unleashes ingenious,
foolproof and irrevocable
scheme sending bombers to
attack Russia. U. S. Presient
works with Soviet Premier in
desperate effort to save the
world
7:00 p.m. Movie: channel 29.
"Elephant Walk" Elizabeth
Taylor, Dana Andrews,
Peter Finch. Young bride of.
ceylon tea plantation owner
has difficult time adjusting to
husband's life and everpresent ghost of his father
who controls him.
7:30 p.m. Country Music Hit
Parade channels 4, 6 Tennessee Ernie Ford hosts a
musical special with guests
Eddy Arnold, Loretta Lynn,
Lynn Anderson, Charlie
McCoy, Donna Fargo and
Anne Murray from the Grand
Ole Opry in Nashville, Tenn.
0:00 p.m. Movie: channels 3, 8.
"Paint Your Wagon,"... Lee
Marvin, Clint Eastwood and
Jean Seburg star in the
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ALL THAT GIST" F.Fth -Gregory Peck righti and Omar Shari! head the cast of • Mackenna s
Gold." a tough, turbulent story of a man's lust for gold, on '"The CBS Friday Night Movies" Friday.
March 2 I 8:00-10:20 p.m CST( in color on the CBS Television Netourk. (Rebroadcast I
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Rennie. Racial turmoil and
trouble in the British West
Indies. Demagogic leader of
his people falls In love with a
white wwoman.
3:30 p.m. Movie: channel 1.
-Naughty Nineties" Abbott
and Costello, Alan Curtis,
Rita Johnson. Mediocre plot
about gamblers on riverboat
sets scene for remembered
routines by famed comedy
team
4:00 p.m. Movie: channel 5.
"Canon City" Scott Brady,
Jeff Corey, Whit Bissell,
Mabel Paige, Story of a
prison break in a small
Colorado town and the reign
of terror that followed.
8:00 p.m. Movie: channels 4, 6
"World Premiere: The
Stranger," starring Glenn
Corbett, Cameron Mitchell.

Sharon Acker, Lew Ayers
and Dean Jagger. An
astronaut crashes on apother
planet and becomes a
fugitive from the power
structure.
8:00 p.m. Movie: channel 29.
•'That Kind of Woman" Tab
Hunter, Sophia Loren,
Keenan Wynn, George
Sanders, Jack WaTden,
Barbara Nichols. On their
York,
way
New
to
paratroopers meet two girls
with -pasts". One falls for
soldier, tries to break it off,
but goes home to meet his
family.
11:00 p.m. ISEE LOCAL
STATION LOGI
10:30 p.m. Late Movie:
of
Prince
Dracula,
Darkness," channel 12 11:30
on channel 5. ) Christopher
Lee. The eerie tale of
Dracula's return to life after
being dead for 10 years
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"HONOR THY FATHER," starring Rat Vallone ilefti as
Joseph "Joe Bananas" Sonatina, and Joseph Bologna as his heir
apparent son, Salvatore "Bill" Bonanno, has its world premiere
on "The CBS Thursday Night Movies" Thursday, March 1 18.0010:00 p.m., CST) on the CBS Television Network, The two-hour
special film presentation is based on Ga% Talese's best-selling
book on underworld life.
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Bill \1st's, the martini-gtorsling henpeeked husband of -Maude.- lice" in fear I.( no, woman in real if...
hid he is haunted by the spectre of returning to hacking a tatietil,
For mans sears when he used in New link Macy was a sometimes
stage actor wh. eked out a living pushing a taxi..
Be was married in thoow (lays, hut was dim-Pried in I .ttt'l Mai.. is
childless and has hi* own reasons for being on:
"I didn't scant to be a cab-. rising father stretching to buy milk and
fttr Ins kids. Sit I decided to csait until I was a successful iwtoor
before I thought shoot fatherhood.Mac. is still nailing.
He has a steaols girl friend. saniontha Harper, to whom he is more
or leas engaged. Ursa. because Miss Harper hasn't Riven Bill a
definite s or no, about becoming his third bride.
They. met o hen both were appearing in -OW Calcutta- in New
link. Al hen Macs moved to California last July. Samantha
along, hat.
rfivh It/isn't set a oe,hling date berause Santaft ha said
11.111(1 (11.1 make up her mind the first time Bill proposed. She
requested that he propoww twice more to insure his sincerity. So tar
Macy has been somewhat timid about asking for her hand a seeond
time.
e're both ehicken."
A. he puts it:
Macs has the same reedy voice and loss-key good humor bit
projetts on the CBS week ly situation comedy series.
Sunset Strip resident
lie is still unsure of himself outside the ens irons of New I oil. Ile
lives right on the Sunset Strip in an apartment hotel. His quarter% are
nteager-- a tiny furnished apartment.
I Ine of the feu bits of furniture he calls his own is a leieNision %et. It
is the first lie has owned in 10 years. His second wife. for some
strange reason. objected to, his turning on television when he ivies
through ifrising his taxi in the middle of the night.
A hen Bill isn't watching the tube, he is squiring Samantha to
•niall. intimate restaurants, lie doesn't favor the plush, star-filled
eating places of the wealthy.
For the first time in his life Bill Macs is becoming physical. He has
and is taking tennis lessons and plavs once or twice a week,
Rut that', hip only exercise, "otherwise I'M a slug."
He's become California siopp,. too. %searing snorts shirts, slacks
and funky shoes. His one New Iirk suit hangs limply in the closet
NI hen "Maude- concludes filniing for the season Bill plan, to
return to Manhattan to sisit members of his family and to, sec
c1. nether he will keen his New Nork apartment- which is hardly noon'
grand than the one in Hollywood.
Ile also must ae, ial.. about asking Samantha again to marry him.
philosophical aboutli's
marrying a third time: "Ms first %site was a
painter. trn second a dancer. it I marry Samantha / be marrying ail
actress. A man has to think about those things.-

Bill Macy is wary
ofa third marriage

Tv profile
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Daytime Scliedule for Monday-Friday

Monday, February 21
9:00 a.m. Movie: channel 8.
"The Love Ins" James
MacArrthur, Susan Oliver,
Richard Todd; Mark Goddard. College professor sets
himself up as a selfproclaimed prophet of the
"hippie" movement when he
joins two students expelled
for publishing an avantgarde
underground
newspaper and gains respect
as teacher and advisor
1:00 p.m. Movie; channel 29.
"The Birds & The Bees"
Repeat of 10:30 p.m. movie
on Sunday.
3:30 p.m. Movie: channel 3.
"Island In The Sun" James
Mason, Joan Fontaine,
Harry Belafonte, Dorothy
Dandridge, Stephen Boyd,
Joan
Collins, Michael

Monday Highlights
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HouLywoon (UPI I Kim Novak replaced Rita
Hayworth in Paramount's
thriller, "Tales That Witness
'kindness- after Miss Hayworth
returned to Hollywood.

Replacement

News
Truth et
P icture
Cons'c es
Icti,4 Jabs- -pappsylogr1 o Toll
thee TrVili- - A Doe'
IC •• sl. ,
News

Paducah

WPSD
Ch.6

Wagner,

Liz in • Asti Vuednesday'
H14.1.1 14 OOD
Elizabeth Taylor will star in
Wednesday"
for
"Ash
Paramount Pictures to film on
location in Switzerland with
l.arry Peerce directing.

Ma v o•
T•ntsts
Moud•
Tomas
8,.
"I Lov•
Rising
“I Love
'
Cl.,.. Mystery'. mr,:, 0
a Mysterry'• ,..,,,,

Anerson
114.11d

C.actus
Ns*

WLAC

Ch. 5
Na.h 'II.

WSM
Ch. 4

Robert

Wood, George
Hamilton and Susan Kohner.
Romantic drama about two
young couples who share a
mutual offspring
11:00 p.m. Movie: channel 29.
"Too Late Blues" Bobby
Darin, Stella Stevens. Sultry
blonde causes a jazz
musician to lose his selfrespect, his friends and his
jazz career. Discovering that
co
music
mbais h. life, he starts a
Natalie

starring

Movie: channel
12 (11:30 on channel 5) "All
the Fine Young Cannibals,"

10:30 p.m. Late

Sara.

8:30 p.m, Movie: channel 5, 12.
"Call to Danger," starring
Peter Graves. The kidnapping of a crtme-syndicate
turncoat in the midst of his
secret testimony before a
Federal
investigating
committee calls for an
equally bold scheme by the
U. S. Justice Department to
get him
back
alive.
Diana Muldaur and John
Anderson co-star, with
special guest star Clu
Gulager and guest stars Tina
Louise, Stephen McNally,
Ina Balm and Michael An-

l.ampert. A wild car chase
created by Philip ( "The
French Connection")
D'Antoni climaxes an offbeat tale of hotel jewel
thieves, a colorful New York
journalist and several
million dollars worth of lies
and tricks.
8:00 p.m. Movie: channel 29.
"The Furies" Barbara
Stanwyck, Walter Huston,
Wendell Corey, Judith Anderson, Gilbert Roland,
Thomas Gomez. Clash
between a self-made cattle
king of the Old West and his
equally iron-willed daughter.
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7:30

p.m. Movie: channels 3, 8.
"Connection," original 90minute suspense-adventure
made especially for ABC
starring Charles Durrung,
Ronnie Cox and Zohra

$12 million,

7:110 p.m.Movie: channels 4, 6.
"World Premiere: I Love a
Mystery," starring Ida
Lupino, David Hartman and
Les Crane. In a spoof on
private detectives and
murder mysteries three
inairborne
private
vestigators launch an all out
effort to locate a missing
billionaire who is insured for

Tuesday, February 27
9:00 a.m. Movie: channel 8.
"Delicate Delinquent" Jerry
Lewis, Martha Flyer, Darren
McGavin, Rookie policeman,
with
troubles
Jerr's
delinquent teenagers make
his life miserable-but worth
while at least.
1:00 p.m. Movie: channel 29.
"Flaming Feather" Sterling
Hayden, Arleen Whelan,
Barbara Rush, Richard
Arlen. Posse of ranchers and
the Cavalry stgrm Montezuma Castle to rescue
heroine abducted by Lucky
Lee and his renegade Indians.
3:00 p.m. Bake-Off: channels 3,
8 Bob Barker hosts this halfhour special from the International Ballroom of the
Beverly Hilton Hotel in
Beverly Hills, California,
which hosts the 100 finalists
from across the nation who
will compete for $65,000 in
prize money.
3:30 p.m. Movie: channel 5. •
"Twenty Million Miles to
Earth" William Hopper,
Joan Taylor, Frank Puglia. A
sealed container from the
wreck of a U. S. Army rocket
ship is opened by Zoologist
and his granddaughter,
•Inside is a gelationous mass
which becomes a clawed
monster that doubles its size
overnight.
3:30 p.m. Movie: channel 3.
"Lisa"
Hart,
Dolores
Stephen Boyd, Leo McKern.
Dutch police inspector, guilty
because he failed to save his
finances from the Nazis,
expiates by tracking down an
ex-Nazi white slaver who is
threatening a beautiful
young girl.

Tuesday, February 27

KATHLEEN NOLAN
he is missing,' when we talk
about prisoners But we don't
think of the woman
The women portrayed in the
film are not screechingly vocal
They are frustrated and confused We talked to a lot of real
people, wives of captured and
missing men We asked them it
they thought we were trying to
commercialize their very real
plight Most of them said no,
that our film was not a cop-out
in any way It is, I think a
tough film "
For her role as the Catholic
wife and mother of four in
"Limbo.- Miss Nolan spent
much time in research She
lived alone, then with the children from the film for a time
"1 wanted to get as close as I
could to that conception of the
life alone Each of the wives we
met coped with her frustration
and problems in a different
way Some are in analysts as
are their children. Some dress
super-smart. My character ate
too much. During the film, I
gamed 40 pounds Some people
didn't recognize me after they
had seen the screenings
Back now to her more normal
weight, under a hundred
pounds. Miss Nolan says she is
as proud to be associated with
the POW wises film as anything
she has ever done It could have
been four hours long, trying to
tell every part of the story, all
the problems they encountered
during the filming, she said
Kathleen Nolan put on her
women's lib hat and pointed to
the movie again
-A woman produced it It
was partially written by another woman A woman film editor
and assistant director were employed, and a woman scored the
music and conducted it
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"THE BRASS BOTTLg"Sjwith Tony Randall

Children's Movie
Sat. 8 Sun.1:00 fig 3:00

'Getaway' Starts at 3:00 Sat & Sun. Aft

wzR4 ,-;e°
g'-

thru

"McQueen! MacGrew! The Getaway!
This is the one we've
been waiting for. Who
could ask for anything more?" -sou./

t"

No"TUE. Mar. 6

you married by June You don t
AP
NEW YORK
Actress Kathleen Nolan ipre- luive to change yourself outside
til change your head:' the pefers to play a vaneti of
eactress added
worneris roles it movies rather
Women's liberation and her
and
over
herself
than repeating
rcile as national vice president
over
of the Screen Actors Guild go
It may not make the 8 su
together she added A national
perstar, she said. "but person
vire president of SAG, she has
ally it's a lot more rewarding
served on the board of directors
After The Real McCoys in fdr 12 years
what Miss Nolan ortgiaated
, "There is more acceptance
the role of Kate, she was offer- Mday of vocal, participatory
which
ed any number of rotes
Women in film I don't think
were a variation on the theme
women in movies should be limIturtead of settling for fhem,
the red-haired, green-eyen ac- ited to doctors, lawyers and
scientists It should include ortress did major summer' and
dinary women and show that
cc inter theater and guest roles
when a woman gets up in the
in television comedy and dra
rna
rtIorkneiunpg ,she is seldom wearing
ma
- I'm concerned with the imIf someone had asked Miss
ige of women in motion picNolan several years ago to aptures and television WhI does
pear in a movie about military
someone have to look a certain
wives, she would automatically
way to do a certain thing" Rehave said no How can you do
cently. I spoke to young women
'something meaningful. she
on g Boston college campus
They asked how I could be so risked, when you have two short
well dressed and still speak for iscenes, saying goodbye and
then hello when the husband
women's liberation
"It's my feeling that nothing comes home safely
'But in 'Limbo' we look at
about fashion should be mant-MIA wives in a respondatory. not even jeans and tank
tops That's our concept of sible. very honest way,- Miss
Nolan said of her latest film
movement women,. according
to movies - a woman in jeans. effort
-People seldom think to extank top and wearing no makeplore what's happening from
up.- Miss Nolan said.
"I want advertising to stop another point of view We say.
saying some product will get :Isn't it awful Punk of the life
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Actress Seeks To Change
Image Of Women In Films
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Coffee Cup Chatter

404.f,
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IP"

By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
WHEN A FABRIC IS ACCIDENTLY SCORCHED
DURING IRONING, wash the
garment as soon as possible
with an all purpose soap or
detergent and chlorine bleach,
If the item can be bleached. For
heavier scorching, cover the
stain with a cloth dampened
with hydrogen peroxide and
rinse well.—Dean Roper,
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Phone: 247-2334.
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Mrs. Lassiter Is
Hostess For Meet

March Wedding Planned

especially dangerous because
they ignite easily and burst into
flame. Clothing is a fire hazard
so be careful.—Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
Phone 236-2351

Mrs. Helen Lassiter was
hostess for the February
meeting of the Arts and Crafts
Club held at the home of Mrs.
James Lassiter.
Mrs. Carl Harrison, president
of the club, was unable to attend
due to illness and Mrs. Ed
Adam, vice-president, presided.
The minutes of the last
meeting were read by Mrs.
Aaron Chapman,secretary who
called the roll with eleven
members present. Reports •
were given on the members who
were absent because of illness.
During an enjoyable social
hour, handcraft work displayed.
Refreshments of decorated
cake and coffee were served by
Mrs. James Lassiter.
The March meeting is
scheduled to held at the home of
Mrs. C.B. Ford, 723 Sysamore
Street.

It saves to cook beef and veal
at low, moderate temperatures
because it saves the meat from
excessive
shrinkage,
evaporation and drippings.—
Mrs. Patricia Curtsinger,
Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025
Phone: 527-6601.

Marriage is like living in a
house with windows. Windows
DO YOU UNDERSTAND let in the light.Occasionally we
LABELS? When shopping for must wash the windows in order
mirrors you may find the label that the sunshine may shine in.
"Made of the finest Float Likewise in marriage, we have
Glass." This means the glass to wash the windows, both inwas produced by floating side arid out, so that we can see
molten glass over a bath of each other,find each other, talk
molten tin. The glass emerges with each other, live for each
with bright beauty and qualities other and in the end, love each
of plate glass.—Mrs. Mildred other When we are willing to do
W. Potts, laC,enter, Ky. 42066 that, then the
pile of the
relationship is
COOKBOOK COMMIll'EE members of the Murray Woman's Club are shown with a
Reiroat, co- Phone 665-5671
Joseph
Mrs.
are
right,
to
Left
each.
dollars
four
at
Each
renewed.
sale
on
partner
now
are
which
cookbooks
Mrs. Laurence
cherishes and is cherished.—
chairman, Mrs. Bob Billington, sales and finance. Mrs. Donald Burchfield, typist,
in thirteen
Winter brings with it the Sue Fraser, Bardwell, Ky.
Philpot, chairman, and Mrs. Leonard Whitmer, artist. The book has 1058 recipes listed
of the club, and
departments
ten
of fire Many of the 42023
the
of
hazard
chairmen
finance
the
from
purchased
be
may
and
categories
gifts for birthdays, serious burns to humans are
also at the Bank of Murray and Calloway Public library. The books make Ideal
Miss Iretta Ann Alton
Miss Gayle Rogers, bridecaused by igniting of clothing.
Try this child pleaser—write
weddings, etc., Mrs. Billington said.
elect of David Butler, was
Although all fibers burn, some a happy message on a blown-up
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. IRedi Alton of Hazel announce the complimented with a breakfast.
are more flame resistant than balloon with a felt-tip pen and
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Iretta Saturday. February Mai Ole_
othes. Wool, silk, glees, elnyori, attach the balloon to a present:
Ann, to Norman Lewis Hancock, son of Mr and Mrs. Delbert Holiday Inn.
saran and the inodacrylics are the child will love the bonus.—
of Cottage Grove, Term.
Haynes
The gracious hostesses were
in this category. Another Maxine
Griffin, Federal
The bride-elect is employed at the Murray-Calloway County Mrs. Tip Miller, Mrs. Allen
danger is that most man-made Building, Clinton, Ky 42031
Hospital. Mr. Hancock is employed at Southside Machine ant
Russell, Mrs. Alvts Jones, Mrs.
fibers as they burn melt and Phone 653-2231.
Tool, Paris, Tenn.
The International Women's
Charles Hale, *re. Ben
leave a residue that sticks to the
at two
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, March
Club met at the Baptist Student
Trevathan, Mrs. Wayne Flora,
skin and when removed pulls
thirty o'clock in the afternoon at the Fairview Baptist 7hurch
Miss Debra Jane Luther,
Center at Murray State
and Mrs. Sam Spiceland.
The Alice Waters Group of the University on Friday, February March iith bride-elect of Rickey the flesh with it Fabrics made
Paris, Tenn., with Rev. George Carneal officiating.
Miss Rogers chose to wear a
United Methodist Women of the 16, at six-thirty o'clock in the Dan Hill, was complimented of cotton and acrylics are
and beige luut pant suit. The
red
First United Methodist Church evening.
with a lovely tea shower held on
hostesses presented her with a
met at the home of Mrs. A. M.
Present for the meeting were Sunday, February 4, from twocrosage of white roses, and a
The women of the MurrayAlexander, Wells Extended, Mrs. Mine Coskuner of Turkey, thirty to four-thirty o'clock at
piece of her pottery as a wedCalloway County Country Club
Tuesday morning February 13. Mrs. Stella Latunde of Nigeria, the home of Mrs. Lerlene Hill.
ding gift
session
bridge
regular
its
held
In the absence of the chair- Mrs. Helen Karvouzus and Miss
The gracious hostesses for the
The table was centered with
CV aial0 Attiti
and ladies day luncheon on
man, Mrs. I. B. Mayfield Mrs. Dina Georgia, both of Greece, occasion were Mesdames
Regular party bridge will hi an arrangetnen_t of red carWednesday, February 21,at tine
LaFellette, cochairmaa Mee. Tina Olson of Germany, Gerald Ray, Elizebeth —tlitt
played at the nextsesaion
nations and white Tifu mums.
club.
presided and opened the Mrs. Kaoru Sigle of Japan, Miss Ruth Hill, Bill Hill, Coy Dublin,
Return to nature for the
women of the Oaks Country
A delicious breakfast conKentucky's
Morehead,
the
C.G.
Mrs.
('apture
were
sou
newest
Bridge winners
meeting with prayer.
Club, on Wednesday, February sisting of fresh grapefruit
Foster, spirit
Betty Tsui of Taiwan, Mrs. Joe Foster, Hugh
and freedom of this outguest
was
Property,Lawrence Philpot, high, Mrs. "Artist Of
26, at 9:15 a.m. with Ruth halm,bacon, scrambled eggs,
Larry McClain, and iee Pat ckoors in the casual look of
Mallra You of Murray, Mrs.
- --Mrs;
I - Sam sett second high, and-Mrs. speaker for NSA's Program Of Brandon, phone 753-5NO, IF
pmNature
girl
country
the
Mrs.
Hutson.
Korea,
of
Kim
Eun-Young
grits, toast, blueberry muffins,
secretary, read the minutes and
John Roach, low. Bridge The Year held February 20, at hostess.
s-sirs the materials for your
and
Receiving the guests with the second
jellies and coffee was served.
skin of clothing; you
called the roll with 14 members Grade Erwin of Klrksey,
Paducah.
Club,
hostesses were Mrs. Richard the Cabarma
and Mrs.Nancy honoree were her mother, Mrs. put them .agether, simply
Reservations should be made
present. Mrs. E. J. Haverstock Mrs. Darla Culp
was coprogram
This
Gary
Mrs.
and
Hutson
Cal Luther of Murray, her and naturally
Culp, both of Briensburg.
gave the treasurer's report.
sponsored by the Paducah- by Tuesday noon with Mrs.
Marquardt.
Caramelize?
fa, back to nature for your
mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Mrs. LaFollette expressed
Kentucky Lake Chapter of Brandon. Members note change
luncheon
daily
the
the
for
When
too
Hostesses
diet.
the
Hazel,
and
of
Hill
Lerlene
If
the
recipe
says
party
the
.
to
for
bridge
group
down
you
routine gets
Secretaries from duplicate
her thanks to the
were Mesdames 0.8. Boone, National
-.ararnetze" — that means
groom -elect's maternal
k yourand eneriize
pause
Wednesday.
next
for
the
and
bridge
gift of a Life Membership and
lint
Association
James
Williams,
Robed
Jr ,
you heat th• sutler or food
grandmother, Mrs. Nertes oelf with a glass o owl. reAlumni
the Memorial to the Heart Fund
State
Harris, Mona Purdom, Gene Murray
freslifng milk. Ytic body is
for the session on containing sugar until a brown
Winners
Foster
cells
old
for her husband.
constantly replac
Landoll, George Oakley, Hunt Association.
and characteristic flaFor the prenuptial event the
February 21, were Essie color
with new at the rate of 3 Smock, and Fred Wells.
Mrs. Cortez Byers, one of the
The speaker is a native of
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Charlie Stubblefield, New
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Johnston 43-3255, Mrs. Price
Doyle 753-1422, Mrs. Humphrey
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Waldrop 753-1746, or any
member of the Genealogical
society.
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Montgomery on Monday,
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Court
Lamb, Tau Phi Lambda member, Grover Burkett, WOW Area Manager, Madeline Parder,
representative.
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Jobs,
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Airetta
manager,
I
Parker,
Member, James

Main at 7th St

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-7921
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Housing Up Ten Per Cent In
Last Quarter, Higher For Year
NEW YORK, N
In the
fourth quarter of last year
construction of new housing
units totaled 552,365, ten per
cent above the year-ago figure.
After adjustment fur seasonal
variation, the last quarter
showed a two per cent drop
from the third quarter of 1972, it
was reported today by the F.W.
Dodge Division of McGraw-Hill
Information Systems Company.
The firm, an authority on the
construction market, is widely
known for its Dodge Reports on
construction activity and
Sweet's Catalogs of buildings
product information.
Leading the nation in new
dwelling untis begun during the
fourth quarter was Chicago,
15,429 units, followed by
W'alhington D.C., 12,887, units,
and Miami, 9,843 units. Next
among the top ten most active
housing areas reported by
Dodge were: Los Angeles - Long
Beach, 9,750 units; Denver,
9,728, units; Houston, 8,778
units; New York, 8,749, units;
Detroit, 8,533 units; San Diego
8,334, units; and Phoenix, 8,073
units.
For the year as a whole, new
dwelling units totaled 2,315,277,
a 19 per cent gain over 1971
Chicago, with 63,560 units was
ahead of all other areas,
followed by New York, 51,491
units; Washington D C., 46,226
units; Los Angeles-Long Beach,
45,201 units;. Houston, 42,409
units: Denver, 39,568 units:

Miami, 39,417 units; Phoenix,
37;763, units; San Francisco,
36,907 units; and San Diego,
35,175 units.
In reviewing the year, George
A. Christie, vice president and
chief economist of F.W. Dodge,
said that "1972 was virtually a
continuation of 1971's trend of
sharp month-to-month advances. Of the two major
components of the residential
category, apartments were
ahead of houses by nearly 35 per
cent and turned in the larger
gain. Like 1971, before it, 1972's
residential building advance
reflected the interaction of a
pressing need—a critical
shortage of good housing—with
the means to satisfy that need:
the availability of mortage
funds."
The December decline, acChristie,
cording
to
foreshadows the period of adjustment housing will experience in 1973. "This is true
primarily because of demand
conditions, as rising vacancy
rates point to a softer market
ahead. In addition, general
economic expansion also
means some restriction in the
credit markets as funds are bid
away to competing uses. In this
respect, Phase III is not going to
help very much," observed the
Dodge economist "With wage
and price controls now more
'voluntary', the government is
going to be relying more and
more on 'conventional methods

to control inflation. And we all
know that one of those conventional methods is more
restrictive monetary policy."

Feb. 19, 1973
ADULTS 104
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Erwin t Mrs. Marie
Erwini. Rt. 1, Sedalia.
DISMLSSAIN
Mrs. Essie Odell Donelson,
Rt, 6, Murray, James William
Baker, Box 16, Hazel, Mrs.
Linda Darlene Starks, Rt. 5,
Box 96, Columbus, Miss., Mrs
Fredda Kay Rogers, 1824
Miller, Murray, Miss Tany
Michele Janes, Box 117, Farmington, Mrs Patricia Ann
Miller and Baby Boy, 1511
Dudley, Murray, William Green
Cutchin, 1504 Chestnut, Si,
Murray, Mrs. Elaine Emma
Etherton, Rt 3, Murray,
Grogan Dowdy, 206 Elm St.,
Murray, Mrs. Willie Mae
Turner, Rt. 6, Benton, Frank
Byers, Rt. 1, Dexter

Bro. Sykes Confined To His Home
After Hospital Stay; Has Guests
By Mrs. R.D. Key
February 11, 1873
Bro. Warren Sykes returned
home from Henry County
Hospital, last Saturday. He's
confined at home for a few
weeks by Dr. Newman orders.
Visitors in to see him the past
week were Mr. and Mrs.
ilburn Martin, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilburn Martin, Mrs. Ruby
()wen, Anesa Owen, Bro. and
Mrs. Vaden, Mr. and Mrs
Douglas Vandyke, Mr. and
Mrs. Dickie Martin and baby ,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vance
and son, Mr. and Mrs Ralph
Galliznore, Mr. and Mrs Glynn
M. Orr, and son, Mr. and Mrs.
Ceylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Wicker, Marcus Hill,
tester Wilson and Charles
Clements.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins was in
Paris, Tuesday•to see Dr. Rhea.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wicker, Mr.
and Mrs. Wallle Taylor, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Darnell, Mr.
and Mrs. Kern Sloan and Dwain
Barrow.
Mrs. Tom Wilson spent
Friday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson.

Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Mrs. Joe Rainey and
new baby Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vaden
and children and Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn M. Orr visited Bro. and
Mrs. Vaden Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Odle
Morris in Murray Sunday afternoon. Other visitors were

Mrs. Myrtice Nance was
moved from Murray Hospital to
West View Nursing Home last
week.
Mrs. Berne Jenkins spent
Monday with Mrs. Cooper
Jones.
Bro. and Mrs. Herman
Roberson and Mr and Mrs
John Steele vistied Bro Warren
Sykes Tuesday night.

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Jenkins
from Milan spent the weekend
with the Morris Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs Glynn M. Orr
and son and Mr. and Mrs.
Ceylon H. Morris and daughter
visited Mrs. Ella Morris and
family Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Wicker Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Daniel Paschall had
surgery in Murray Hospital
Tuesday.

Kentucky Educator Russia Visitor
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Just
before the holiday season
began, Dr. Stella Edwards was
having salami for breakfast,
hearing about American
history, and watching dancing
bears.
Dr. Edwards, director of
Special Education for the State
Dept. of Education, was one of
12 American educators in
Russia to participate in a
seminar on instruction of the
handicapped.
The group was in Russia Nov.
24-Dec. 16. Although the
Russians don't celebrate
Christmas as we do, they saw
many Christmas trees.
"Christmas trees are the
same the world over," said Dr.
Edwards. "To the Russianchildren,'however, it's 'Uncle
Frost' instead of Santa Claus."
Food was among the many
things they found to be different
than in the U.S.
"Most of their food is highly
seasoned," said Dr. Edwards.
"Their main vegetables consist
of carrots, cabbage, beets and
potatoes"
For breakfast the group had
bread, cheese and salami with
eggs being offered later in the
meal. -Sweet water," much
like our Kool-Aid, was available
at each meal instead of regular
drinking water.
"Their grocery stores aren't
like those in the U.S.," said Dr.
Edwards. "They have In-

dividual stores for meat, studying American history and
poultry, fish, vegetables, and
Dr Edward heard one stand
fruits. There were always long and recite,"The American Civil
lines when fresh fruits were War was a war between the
industrial north and the backavailable."
Shopping proved to be quite ward south."
"I wondered who wrote the
Interesting to the group. Russia
had what they called "Dollar book," said Dr. Edwards
Stores" where you could buy
arahing in the store for foreign
currency. The regular department stores in Moscow lacked
selection and prices seemed
high.
Although theil, schedule was
busy,the group was able to take
in various cultural events.
Carl Vincent, manager of the
"I was so impressed with the local Otasco store, has returned
behavior of the crowd," com- from the company's annual
mented Dr. Edwards. -They meeting, held Feb. 11, in
were extremely attentive as if it Memphis.
were a real privilege to attend.
Attending with Vincent and
Following performances, the his wife, were Mr. and Mrs.
audience applauded in unison Harold Glrggs, Mr. and Mrs.
and then pitched flowers on Pearly McClure, Mr. and Mrs.
stage to the performers."
Don Crawford, and Charlotte
Construction was going on Allbritten. •
throughout the country, acThe meeting was held at the
cording to Dr. Edwards. "The Sheraton Hotel with Otasco
streets are very clean and they managers, employees and
really take
pride in their husbands and wives attending.
surroundings."
Activities included an awards
Her favorite event' "1 sup- banquet and dance, counseling
pose I'd say the circus. They on merchandising advertising,
had the usual high-wire acts, custornar service, and other
horses, etc but they had their seminars.
famed Russian dancing bears
Similar meetings were held
that were real performers!"
this month in Tulsa, Atlanta,
The group also had a chance Little Rock, Oklahoma City and
to visit a Russian school. In one Wichita. 1973 marks Otasoa's
class the students were 55th year, Vincent said_

*********************** ******************************************************************************.

ENTRY BLANK

Sunday School Lesson
-ty Dr Wt. Chiles
PROMISE OF A REITER DAY
God's children can expect to encounter numerous difficulties
and strong oppostition while they are busily engaged in doing
His will and cornphing with His instructions. However, they can
be assured of His presence, protection, and power as long as they
remain submissive and obedient to Him.
When a delegation from Bethel approached Zechariah and
pointedly asked him if they should continue to fast and weep as
had been their custom during the years of exile, the prophet
declared that their previous fasts had been without spiritual value
because they had not been accompanied by repentance toward
God on account of the sow which had brought about their downfall He let them know that faithful obedience to God was much
more important than fasting. He told them that they should turn
to Gocl in penitence, thanksgiving, faith, and devotion.
--The Regard of God for His People

GRAND PRIZE
1973 DODGE
POLARA CUSTOM
A big, roomy luxury car Automatic transmits.
sion, power steering power brok•s. AM radio,
(+afar-keyed carpeting. DODGE POLARA makes
driving sheer joy Mfrs list price $e 160

Concerned about the spiritual welfare of His people, God
selected Zechariah and used him to animate the flagging teal of
the leaders and the people, and to encourage them to complete the
important project of rebuilding the temple in Jerusalem To the
prophet God gave visions of a glorious Jewish state that would
rise from the ruins of a devastated land, with a renovated and
rebuilt Jerusalem as its capitol. God called Zechariah to encourage the downhearted Jews with this inspiring message of •
future bliss and grandeur
Because the people had previously walked in paths- of
disobedience to God He had withheld His blessings from them and
allowed them to suffer raunersous hardships. God never condoned
or approved their sins, but He continued to love them in spite of
their sins. He wanted them to commit themselves fully to Him and
to give Him the first place in. their lives. God always appreciates
the loyal devotion and grateful obedience of His faithful children
He assures them of His presence with them and blessings upon
them as they yield themselves to Him
The Regathering of God's People
—7,echartah 8:4-8
Zechariah informed his readers as to the kind of righteousness
which is Ilways accptable and pleasing to God. He taught them
to deal justly with all men, and to show mercy and compassion to
their less fortunate brethren. They were forbidden to exploit or
oppress anybody It was their duty, as it is ours, to practice the
virtues which are enunciated in the Scriptures All who do so will
be graciously blessed of God.
Those to whom Zechariah spoke and wrote knew what G
wanted them to do, but they had been too stubborn to do it. They
refused to listen, they ignored God's warnings, and they exhibited
shameful contempt, so the wrath of God had been visited upon
them. Since they had refused to heed God's message, they did not
have any right to expect Him to do for them what they desired It
is ever a mark of folly to disobey God. When people disobey God
they cannot have peace until they repent and are forgiven It is
impossible for a person who is out of harmony with God to enjoy
. peace.
With God in Jerusalem the aged and feeble people would appear
in and move along the streets without any fear of attack or injury,
and the children would play in them without harm, due to the
protective power of God. Both the old and the young would enjoy
happiness according to the message of Zechariah. Such a city as
the one pictured by the prophet, filled with peace and joy, would
be marvelous in the sight of those regathered there.
The Return of Prosperity to
God's People---Zechariah 8:11-13
To those engaged in the task of rebuilding the temple and experiencing the revival which followed, God promised both peace
and prosperity. Having the living God with them and blessing
them was a great encouragement to them as they pressed on in
spite of numerous obstacles, His presence was an absolute
guarantee of their safety from captivity. They were assured of
abundant crops, good harvests, and renewed blessings Due to the
fact that they would maintain a right relationship with God, they
were in a position where He could bestow upon them the wonderful blessings which He had promised to those who lived
obediently before Him. They were certainly under an abiding
obligation tube a blessing to others who needed to know,love, and
serve the Lord also. Peace with God is enjoyed when any people
are submissive to His blessed will and obedient to His commandments.
In view of God's promise of a better day, let us, as His children,
live in such a manner as to honor and glorify God and to be a great
blessing to our fellowmen. By so doing we shall experience the
blessing of God in abundant measure. God wants us to be faithful
heralds of His truth, proclaimers of His message contained in the
glorious gospel of Christ, and the instruments theough,which He
can minister to people who need His blessings.
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JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. 002) 492TFC
81137.

WS,044

114,1 fiat ill
a Sam as
12

FRESH CATFISH DINNER

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.

SMILE TODAY

51 Artificial
language

FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123

Mr6

WILL DO any kind of carpenter
If you want to wish •
work, large or small jobs. Phone
• someone a happy birMaqch 6C
Mai
753-7955
• thday....eongratuLate
•
•
•
their
On
$X.
friends
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
21I
engagement, send anM •
•
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
•
your
to
greetings
y
niversar
•
• iha Street "Every day you
301.1'.14..5. •
new
a folks...congratulate
y Lets bugs have their
▪ parents...or just say 7
TFC
way."
1
11
way,
special
a
in
"hello"
•
•
The
in
AD"
▪ use a "HAPPY
•
Ledger — Times want ads.
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
46
• They're fun.. and Inez•
manufactured and installed by
A
.50,
•
1
for
$1.15
Just
• pensive too.
51
Atkins Gutter Installation
Inch. Call 753-1916 and
Murray , phone 7534407 or 7537
Happy.
someone
make
•
March 6C
a
8992
s
•••••••■000000000mama
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PAINTING EXTERIOR or in- BULLDOZER WORK, trucking
and
terior. New or old houses. For also bank gravel, fill dirt
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8136,
free estimate phone 437or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
7C
March
4534.

4? Fi.m bearing
mammal
45 French of the
46 Music as
written
tor
1
1"b°4
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sEIi1 ICES OFFERED

SERVICES

• Full Half-Pound or More of Fresh Catfish
• Cole Slaw
• Onion, Tartar Sauce and Lemon
* FRIDAY, 3 TIL 11 P.M. *

ote3t

TRIANGLE INN
The Yellow
Submarine, Inc
Main Street
COUPON WORTH

50; Off
---ocAnypizzA

—1Not On Delier
ust Present Coupon For Discount

THE PHANTOM

A ~41wcouPon.0,--era
Pine Bluff Shores Restaurant
OPEN MARCH 1st

ER
NN
TURKEY1973-1DI
to
2:00
a.m.
1:00

Available . . . BAIT • SHINERS
4- GOLD FISH • WORMS
— ALSO ICE —

All Proceeds Will 6o to The
MURRAY RESCUE SQUAD
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WHILE THE
MOUS I NG
PROJECT
51-EE.PS' IRRITABLE
MOUNTAIN
WAKES
UP—
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King's Den
Men's Clothing
APPRECIATION SALE

sor
s.
rikiirsor
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)
))

Southside Shopping
Center
•••• I., /No

AIS

MISSING ONE green hiking boot
from back porch of 1309 Poplar.
Suspect four legged robber. If
F24P
found phone 753-7250.

••
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SWF SAYS Sw4ES
TwO YEARS YOLAJGER
TWAN WE Tf41MH
,
St-SE IS,,,

NANCY IS UP
TO HER OLD
TRICKS AGAIN

SHE'S HIDING
A SLIP OF
RAPER WITH THE
EXAM ANSWERS

The family of Raymond Tidwell wishes to express their deep
appreciation and warm thanks to
those who have been so kind and
thoughtful at this painful time.
To Dr. Lacy Hopson arid the
nurses who did their best to save
his life; to Dr. Samuel Dodson
and Brother Henry Hargis for
their warm words of comfort; to
the choir who performed and to
Alan McCutchen who sang the
beautiful solo; to the staff of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
for their help and understanding;
to the many friends who called to
pay their respects, to those who
offered their help, to those who
sent flowers, and to those whose
acts of kindness and words and
expressions of sympathy will be
long remembered and ap1TC
preciated.
We are grateful for the many
kind and thoughtful acts extended by everyone during the
Ilig illness and eventual loss of
Mrs. Minnie E. Moody. A special
thanks to the staff of the Puryear,
Tennessee Nursing Home; the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, Bro. Beasley and the
wonderful singers of that church;
Bro. Turner of the Point Pleasant
Baptist Church; the pallbearers
and the Max Churchill Funeral
Home. We also extend special
thanks to the many friends and
neighbors for their thoughtfulness, the food, flowers and
many other kind extheir
pressions of sympathy and
consolation.
May God bless each and every
one of you.
The Roy B. Moody Family. 1TP

Ezell's Beauty School,
This Dinner Sponsored by
Kingswood Ileawty Salon. Beauty Box, Murray Beauty Salon,
Leta's Beauty Salon,
Salon,
Beauty
Sue's
Salon,
Beauty
Hilltop
Beauty
West Side Beauty Salon. Hairdresser, Personality, Judy's
Salon. at Hazel
Beauty
Hills
Salon Kul Kurt. Town & Country,

If You
MISS Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916

S DEN
'
KING
Appreciation Sale
— Southside Shopping Center —

k

One Group

SUITS

Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

$20, MERCHANDISE
'

KNIT

,

Save $10,000—$15,000320,000 or more a year,
your very first year. We
will send you to school for
two weeks all expenses
paid, train you in the field,
selling and servicing
established business accounts Must be over 21
years of age, have car,
bondable, ambitious and
minded.
sports
Hospitalization and pension program. Equal opportunity company. Call
collect for appointment
Jerry Thornton, Holida
Inn, Paducah, Ky. 443-7521
Monday, Tuesday or
Wednesday between 9 a.m.
and 6 p m

ALL OTHER

LEVIS $3" 10% Off

753-7278

fo
PRITCHETT,
JOE
magistrate for District 1 Marc
17/4C

4..••••., 4ro

Tickets: $2 Adults; $1 Children
May be purchased from the partiepatinq haitdresserS
members of the Rescue Squad

FLIP FLIP
FLIP

Sunday, Feb. 25,

SHIRTS

$299

_

The Already
Discounted
,
Price

Spring Clothes Arriving Daily
Guy Harper
OWINI' and

Operator of

Murray Upholstery Co.
520 So. 4th Street - Murray, Ky.
with 17 years experience
in all upholstery
•--• BOATS

FURNITURE ," AUTOS
Invites You

!HI- 1 F D4.t, R & TIMES

PAGE TEN
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SALE PROCEDURE
Tires, Tubes, Batteries and Chains for Cars, Trucks, Boats,
Tractors, Combines, ana Farm Equipment will be sold
beginning at 10:00 a.m. at the warehouse at 607 S. 4th St.
Murray. Watch for signs. Open for inspection at 9:00 a.m.
Pistols, Rifles, Shotguns, and Hunting Accessories will be
available for inspection at 210 East Maui St. at 11 00 a.m.Not to be sold before 11:30 a.m

John Randolph Auction Co.

AUCTION t
Begins on South 4th Street and
Ends on Main Street

Ei

']L

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION

WITHIN YOUR reach is this two
bedroom house, electric heat, air
conditioned, new refrigerator
and new stove plus two acres of
land. This has good road frontage
on Ky. 732 only 10 miles from
Murray. Tight budget? You can
buy this for only 310.750 00
John C. Neubauer, Real Estate.
208 S. 4th Street, Murray, Ky

INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
Two bedroom furnished house,
with living room, kitchen, utility
room and bath, paneled walls
electric heat, storm windows and
storm doors, newly painted.
Large lot 934'x140'. Now renting
for $100.00 per month. Priced for
quick sale at $12,750.00. Including
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kitRobert Rodgers, salesman, 753- chen table, with chairs, electric
7116, office 753-0101
F24C stove, electric refrigerator.
Shown by appointment only.
IN CANTERBURY; Three Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753-7278.
TFNC
bedroom brick, family room,
utility, double garage, central
heat and air. Phone 753-6455. F23C BY OWNER: Four bedroom
brick house on deep lot. Two
Be' OWNER, four bedroom baths, living room, dining room,
house, living room,formal dining large paneled den with fireplace,
Newly kitchen, with lots of cabinets, full
room, two baths
753- basement. Located at 512 Broad.
753-8182,
Phone
decorated.
F23C Cash price 321,000.00. 753°391 or 753-7755.
F24C
3953.

pmm‘swekwowemmw
Graves-Calloway
0
Property

0
County Line
LAKE FRONT lot on Kentucky
Paper
lake. Beautiful view. $3450.00.
Ranchette near F•rFOf Details See Auction Ad in Today's
F24P
0 Phone 753-4136.
mine"- Brand new
A bedroom brick with 5 acres A
5 ot land. Large living roomy THREE BEDROOM brick with
and den, 14 baths, shag E kitchen-den combination, carAUCTION SALE Hazel Auction
carpet. Lots of beautiful p port, electric heat, air conHELP WANTED
Saturday,
House, Hazel, Ky.,
wall paper. Central beat 0 ditioned, dishwasher, T.V. anA
February 24, 1:00 p.m. This is a
air. Complete built-in 0 tenna. Has good well, and
and
p
partial listing. bedroom suite,
blacktopped driveway. Located
0.
kitchen...124,00
0
picture
tables, chairs, pictures,
near Stella on Kirlosey Road.
frames, nail kegs, electric sewing
F281C
Phone 489-2483.
Lazury and country Ming
electric
fan,
window
machines,
and r I
Ma)field
between
green
and
ice cream freezer, pink
0
t
4 bedroom, den
Part or Full Time
depression glass, lots of other 0 "Wray.
✓ NICE 2 bedroom home newly
dining
large
fireplace,
load glass. Many other items not 0
0
decorated, completely carptecl
App At
roam. study. 2 CrIlL0LiC A
. come on up Saturday and
With'flew shag, central heat, nice
E
carpeted,
Fully
bathe.
in on the fun and bargains.
bath, washer & dryer hookup,
E
Central
appikoces.
bullt-In
For all your auction needs con- 5
!nice lot with shade, near shopbeat sad air, doable
tact Wilson.la Thompson Auction
ping center, school and hospital.
HELPER
CARPENTER'S
e. Beagighli434-awe E Onl) 110.000
plc gervice. Wayne Wilson A oc-..1 garag
wanted. phone 7534955.
ved
rest
woodedlot.Pa
3 P
Good 4 room home with bath on
tioneer. Charles Thompson,5
/;24c p year old $32,50.
Auctioneer
Apprentice
14 acres at Browns Grove Nice
LUZ:1ER subsidiary of Bristol0
level lot with 3 good outbuildings,
40 acres near Farmington 0
Myers j needs women to
stove and refrigerator included.
MUSIC
skin
new 12'160 mobile borne,
demonstrate personalized
14 baths, central beat and 5 36,000.
care Hours optional. We train.
acre
Good 4 room home on
Phone 1-247-8777 evenings. F28P PIANO TUNING-Repair- d air Land all cleared with 5
only
$4.250.
for
in
kit
Coldwater
serexpert
Prompt
rebuilding
2 lots of frontage, good V Good 5 room home on one acre
WANTED BABY-SITTER in vice 15 years experience. Rebuilt
tobacco barn...125.000
near Stella, good well and pump.
my home from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. pianos for sale Ben W. Dyer,
$4850
753Phone
F24C
Kentucky.
Murray,
0
C.W. Shelton
week days. Phone 753-9263.
0
Nice 2 acre building lot on
8911
Real Estate & Auction(o p
A
Highway 94, near lake for only
TFC P
Road
Paris
730
AVON HELPS make dreams
$1,600
710 Paris Road
t
come true! Need extra cash for a PIANO TUNING and Repair. P,
Galloway Insurance & Real
Nlayfield
E Estate, Murray, Ky. Phone 753dishwasher' An Easter outItt'Jerry Cain, 753-3712. Registered PA
247-1386
Phone
Color TV' Find out how easy it is craftsman Piano Technician P
F24('
IfAM.WIKIIMIll.la 5842.
to make money in your spare Guild.
TFC
time, as an Avon Representative Call 443-3366, Collect.
PEST CONTROI.
12C
March
0

0
••
Co.
Auction
&
Realty
Randolph
John
O
O

Help Wanted

WAITRESS

Jer

0

Restauran

5

0
0
O

O

1

FOR THE best in pest
SALESMAN WANTED full time service and termite control call
Apply in person to Murray Home Superior Exterminating Corn& Auto Store, Chestunut,
F26c, pany, 753-7286.
March 27C
Street
WANTED TO REN1
NEED SIX ladies to work part or
full time. Must have phone and WANT TO RENT; three bedroom
car. For information write house, furnished or unfurnished
Elizabeth McChesney, P.O. Box, beginning August 1, for 11
months. Missionary on furlough
325, Kuttawa, Kentucky,
F26P Phone 753-5750 or write Memorial
42055.
Baptist Church, 906 Main.
F26C
WANTED MAN for delivery and Murray.
all kinds of work. Full time.
Apply in person to Wiggins WANTED FARM land to rent or
Furniture. Should furnish lease. Top dollar paid. Phone 753March 7('
MIC 8090.
references.
REAL ESTATE

HELP WANTED

CURB PERSONNEL
Apply In Person at
Jerry's Restaurant

S. 12th Street
WANT TO BUY

FOR SAI.E

VERY MODERN two or three
bedroom house, entirely new
inside. Nice new oversize garage.
nice new patio, new floors, new
paneling, new walls, new
ceilings, new linoleum, new
carpet, new electric wiring and
heating fixtures, new plumbing,
pipes and fixtures. Many closets.
Front drive. 1613 West Main, 753F26P
9288.

WANT TO BUY; used tractor and
tools, in good condition NEED MORE room') Owner
Reasonable price. Phone 753- would like to trade spacious four
F26P bedroom house for a smaller
8049, after 4:00 p.m.
home. Phone 7534182, 753-0391 or
F23C
WANT TO BUY; good low 753-7755.
mileage Chevrolet truck, V8
engine, 1969-1971 model. Phone BRICK DUPLEX apartment
F26C building, one block from
753-5493.
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
FOR SALE OR RENT
of closet space and built-in
dressers. 75'x140'. Each aparttwo
on
brick
BEDROOM
THREE
ment has living room, bedroom,
and
acre lot, 2 miles south. Stove
kitchen and bath with shower.
refrigerator furnished. Phone
F26C Well insulated with rockwool in
492-8385
the ceiling, storm doors and
-windows. Good investmen:
property for only $25,500.00.
Including two electric table top
hot water heaters, 2 electric
Our
About
2
and
electric
stoves
refrigerators. Also furnished
Aluminum Sheets
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
per year. Shown by appointment
each
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753TFNC
7278.

CALL
251

The Ledger & Times
103 N 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

[._g

Lo Lo b

LARGE BRICK Colonial,. on 42
acres in Dukedom, 4 mile highway frontage, new 4" well. Write
owner, Box 155, Dukedom,
Tennessee 38226. February 27C
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HEAL ESTATE t OR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

•;

HURRY!!
This May Be Your Last Chance!
to buy a 3 bedroom bri.ck house in
Murray for under ...

17,000°°

$
* LIBERAL FINANCING *
5 Locations To Choose From
All 5 of these houses are 3 bedroom brick, have wall to
wall carpet, ceramic tile baths, concrete driveways.
storm doors& windows,•fully insulated, garbage disposal,
large lots, range and hood.

See These Houses During

OPEN HOUSE
at the
Corner of Melrose & Belmont

OPEN —
Saturday & Sunday
—,

February 24th & 25th
From 1:00 to 5:00

Town &Country
Real Estate
1533616

To
Ledgl

753-1916

rr•T 1:a

0

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.
1605 LOCUST DRIVE-Large 7 bedroom brick veneer house,
three and one half baths, central heat and air, on 100'x200'
size lot Call and look at this one Good extra income
811 NORTH 16TH STREET-Four bedroom masonry house
plus two complete apartments. Built on 100)000' size lot,
central heat and air. Live and rent, or live and have separate
quarters for relatives. Zoned R-4, and Priced to move
IN FAIRVIEW ACRES 4 MILES Southeast of Murray on 121
real nice 3 bedroom brick veneer. Large living room, kitchen
and dining combination. 1-2 baths, 34 acre lot. All this for
only 819,500.00.
bedroom
AT 1007 POPLAR, BIG AND BEAUTIFUL five
carport,
car
three
fixtures,
modern
all
Has
home.
brick
lots.
two
on
located
room,
dining
formal
,
central heat and au.
just call for
If you are looking for a fine, well kept old home,
an appointment to see this one
AT SIXTEEN HUNDRED SYCAMORE, LARGE seven
bedroom brick veneer Colonial. Central heat and air
Downstairs has living-dining room combination, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, family room with fireplace, utility room, patio.
upstairs has private entrance, 4 large bedrooms. 2 baths, all
carpet ('ould be used for income House also has two car
garage and paved driveway
160 ACRES-REAL NICE 12'x56' trailer and new well. 90
acres tendable and beautiful woods near Pottertown Unbelievable price
EXTRA NICE COTTAGE at Center Ridge on water front lot
over 1'4 acres. Completely furnished and has boat house with
ramp and electric wench. Good boat dock Has 2 bedrooms,
garage, on water system. Nicely landscaped
better homes on the take.
Located at 1602 Sycamore Street Four bedroma, large
recreation room with new pool table, family room with
fireplace, beautiful staircase, wide hallways, format dining
room, living room, 3 baths, utility room, all walk in closets,
worlds of storage space, two car garage, large patio, concrete driveway Will sell or trade for smaller house
NEW FOUR BEDROOM HOME IN GATESBOROUGH
Subdivision, within 6 weeks of completion. Has central heat
and air, large living room, extra large family room, two
baths, built-ins in kitchen. Buy now and pick your colors and
carpets
FORTY ACRE FARM: THIS is a good little farm about 30,
acres tendable land, two good ponds, has pretty fair fence,
four bedroom frame house and good stock barn. Located
near Kentucky Lake. Price 319,500.00.
CLOSE TO SHOPPING CENTER AT 724 Eairlane Drive, a 3
beg:1room brtck wtth carport. Ras nice carpet, btrift-trt range.
utility room, storm windows and doors. Outside storage
Large well drained lot Priced to sell

LOOKING FOR A FINE BUSINESS near the University' If
so we have the University Inn on North 16th Street for sale
Business, good will and all equipment. Call Guy Spann for
details
......6%-atiMiaida
.

IT'

Call

Termites

WE HAVE SEVERAL coon 1:AKE LOTS, City and County
lots. Some small, some large. All different price ranges.
Check with us for residential or commercial lots.

• YIP

HEAL ESTATE FOR SALE
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FRIDAY-FEBRUARY 23 1973

t RHAY, KENTUCKY

AT 323 W(XiDLAWN, THREE BEDROOM BRICK. This
house is completely redecorated. New bathroom, all new
carpet. Owner moving out. Priced to sell.
AT 416 SOUTH 161'H STREET, four bedroom brick veneer.
Large living room, family room, large kitchen and dining
area, 3 baths, central heat and air, garage with automatic
and patio. On nice corner lot
door opener, paved drive
bedroom brick veneer
NEAR HARD1N-LARGE THREE
well, built-in oven
good
bathroom.
One
acres
54
house on
is cleared and
Acreage
barn.
good
has
and range, and
be wrong.
fenced. Excellent pasture. Price can't
KAY'S RESTAURANT, JUNCTION OF Hwys. 68 and 80,
with 3 acres and all fixtures, also cottage with 4 units A fine
piece of commercial property in a perfect location Don't
pass this up. Inquire at office.
REDUCED!! 806 NORTH 18TH STREET-Attractive three
bedroom brick veneer house on large lot, 75' x 225'. Plenty of
shade and fenced. Carport, utility and large rooms. Price at
only $18,900.00.
NICE COTTAGE AT PANORAMA SHORES, 2 baths,
baseborad heat and 2 air conditioners. On 100 foot lot.
Fireplace. basement. 2 baths, draperies.
ONE ACRE OF LAND-Two trailers furnished and rented
for $125.00 per month. Located 4 miles east just off Highway
94, Fine buy at $8,500.00.
ON BAGWELL BOULEVARD IS another 3 bedroom brick
home with all built-ins, carpet, draperies, 2 baths, central
heat and air, garage

Eat Your Hor

SHERWOOD FOREST- Absolutely beautiful three bedroom
brick veneer house on 200'x200' wooded lot. This house
reflects quality throughout with all built-ins, carpeted,
central heat and air, double car garage and spacious
rooms It is really priced right. Call for an appointment.
three bedroom
SIX MILES EAST HIGHWAY 94, Beautiful
of highway
plenty
with
•
acres
2•4n
brick veneer • house-o
frontage. Extra two car garage, central heat and air, two
baths, large covered patio, paved drive and beautifully
landscaped yard. Ready for immediate possession. Call for
appointment.

Prot
Du not be dci
round W Intel

CALL TC

MEADOW GREEN ACRES-BEAUTIFUL large three
3 acre lot. All built-ins, two
bedroom brick veneer house on.
basement.
full
air,
and
heat
central
baths,

LE

KE

BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Bagwell
Manor Has all built-ins, central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet,
draperies, fireplace, double carport Really nice. Call for
appointment to see.

100 S 13th Sti

Home 0
Licensed
v-

IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick home on
large lot Has carport, patio and is carpeted Priced to sell at
$21,500 00
PRIME LOCATION Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn 150' frontage and extra deep Ideal for
most types of businesses. Call for details
heat and
NEW HOME AT 812 Bagwell. 3 bedroom, central
air-condition 2 baths, 2 car garage- You will want to see this
one.
190 ACRES LAND on state road, No. 614 one mile North of
Highway 121.-335,000.W.
-N7 -71/1 St. 'Has aluminum
SUNSHINE NITRSPRri1105
siding, large lot and 3 baths. Owner's apt. has 4 bedrooms.
owners
Some carpets All furniture and fixtures except in
by apShown
children.
35
accomodate
Could
apartment.
pointment only Call for details.
NEAR SHOPPING CENTER AT 521 South lith Street, nice
three bedroom brick, electric heat, garage. Really worth
seeing.
NICE RENTAI. DUPLEX ON SOUTH 10th Street Good
income property. Call to see.
1417 VINE - THREE BEDROOM FRAME house, central gas
heat, one and half baths, on good sized lot. A bargain too good
to P.9.33 uP.
40 ACRES LAND ON Highway No. 614 one mile North of
Highway 121,-35,500.00.

••
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•• Hwy 641
••0• •

For:
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• It has b
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bedroom
9 MILES EAST ON HIGHWAY 54- Attractive two
gas
central
with
old_
years
2
than
Was
house.
veneer
- brit*
heat and one air-conditioner, located on one and three tenths
single
acre Plenty of carpet and one bath and good size
-817,500.00
right
Priced
carport.

oomCepiellE1

CONVENIENT TO SHOPPING. 1002 Fairlane Drive, attractive three bedroom brick veneer, newly decorated, attached garage, large living room, dining room and utility
rooma

Remod,
FREE E

WELL LOCATED AT 1711 KEENIAND is a real nice three
bedroom brick home in excellent condition Has nice carpet,
patio and family room. Priced to sell
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOUSE at 810 Bagwell Blvd 2 baths, 2
car garage. Central heat and air-conditioner MI built-in,
carpeting. Don't pass this one up
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, is.an extra nice brick home
with three bedrooms,family room, 1'2 baths, double carport.
built-in range. A nice large home
201 - 203 MAPLE STREET - Commercial garage with
apartment upstairs and duplex. Have a look-see and inquire
at the office $17,500.00.

:IIPPPaHaaiplineel
Be.

7534
FREE ESTIMA
tank installation.
7850
WILL DO baby
home. Lakevray
436-2107.

INCOME TAX a
night. Annette
2498, 402 North 171

UNDER CONSTRUCTION ON PEGGY ANN DRIVE, Three
bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air, two
baths,one car carport, huge den, dining-kitchen area with all
built-ins. Could be ready within 30 days. Come and look
GROVE HEIGHTS-PERFECT THREE bedroom brick
veneer house on large size lot- 100'x215'-central electric
-neat-and Rif One and half bath, plenty of built-ins, fully
Fireplace and waiting for someone $28,500 00
carpeted,
A MODEST PRICE for this 2 bedroom frame at 2343 S. 15th.
Range and refrigerator, gas logs, draperies included in
price. Has air conditioner and a fireplace.
EXCELLENT LOCATION AT 1604 KEENI.AND. New 3
bedroom home with all built-ins, 2 tile baths, family room.
Still time to choose your carpet and colors. Large double
garage has big storage room. Also has covered patio and
central heat and air .1 most desirable home ('all us to see.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Our Sales Staff ...
Home Phones:

Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Louise Baker 753-2409
Glenn Wilcox 153-2761
Jack Persall 1538961.
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-6422

510 Main

BA

5—Elear

1—Com ba
4—Amps

Car Tape

1-5 Piece
Rand In

IT'S EASY

g
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753-1916

ced
u EExperien
DxiapierAienced
Friendly,

Ad-Visor at . . .

411W

Spiders

Termites
Fat Your Home'

Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!
1hr not he duccired: fermitys work
round Vs Inter and Summer

hours a

dal, the

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL
Aturra% Ks

100S. 13th Street
Phone

7i-1 14

Dar or "site

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce

0

•

0
0
j
0

Just a $99.00 cash down payment and $71.00 a month for 36 months.(If you're
... not too good at math, that works out to a deferred payment price of $2550.51
which includes a finance charge at an ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE of 11.06
per cent ) Along the way, you get a little financial help from the car.
It uses about 5 pints of oil instead of 5 quarts.
It doesn't need antifreeze because the engine's air-cooled.
And although it does need gas, it doesn't need much of it( usually a gallon ever
25 miles or so)
Of course, you might be the kind that likes to pay cash for everytijimg.
In that case, the cash price is $2243.50.
.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
000 Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 753-11450

ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
Benton Highway Travel trailers, 11
pickup camper, toppers. We also
rent campers by the week or weekend. Call 2474187 or 489F24C
2303.

Hurricane Straps and Anchors
"Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center"

0
0 15" MAG wheel for a Ford
0 , pickup. Phone 753-5596 or 753F24C
• 9991
TWIN BEDS, springs and
new.
Like
mattresses
Reasonably priced. Phone days
and 435-5055 or after 5.00 p.m 753CLIPPING
POODLE
F24P
grooming. Eaperienced.- Phone 6428.
Mardi 19NC
753-4881.
14T smug Pet Shop Puppies
Eskimo spitz. chihuahuas tos
FOR SALE
poodles, beagles, fish and supplies Phone 753-1862 or 753front
and
tractor
1104 FORD
'parch T7r
9457
ompete ome
mounted cultivator Phone 753F26C
8697.
Remodehng
TWO YEAR old registered ApFREE E T
paloosa Stallion. Green broke
•
GEM CAMPER fits 1968 through Very
good
gentle, with
1972 EICamino, $150.04/ Phone disposition. Will make excellent
753-0961
F24C western pleasure and halter
753-7446 after 4:00 p.m.
stallion. Phone 753-7991 after 4:00
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic RAY HARM print, Pileated p.m.
TFNC
tank installation. Phone 753Woodpecker Phone 753TFC 7907.
7850
F24NC
TWO ONLY New Genuine Ford 5
Model 908 Rotary cutters,
foot
WILL DO baby-sitUng in my
V BOTTOM aluminum boat, deep only MAX) Billington-Forsee
home. lAkeway Shores Phone
&
Fenton
F24C
F23C and wide.
Co Inc 753-2532
436-2107.
March2C Tractor
Hodge.

• apering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile
oug on

GIBSON LES Paul guitar, three
INCOME TAX service, day or SAFETY SHOES; all occassion months old. Like new. Phone
F23(
night. Annette Schroader, 753- shoes. Your authorized Mason George Taylor, 435-4465.
2496,402 North 17th Street. F23C Shoe dealer. Phone 4364694. F36C

.,•••,/11Z1,
1.644.1.•

Volkswagen Sedan III Ky license
and Sales is. not included Credit
terms losted apply to qualified buyers
only

AM-FM STEREO receiver with
8 track tape player, one pair of
two way air suspension speakers
Excellent condition. Less than
one year old. Phone 767-3323 after
TFNC
9:00p.m.

Almo, Ky.
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 753-0880
• AWNINGS • UNDERPEiNAG
• PLUMBING • PARTS • COLEMAN,
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
DUO-THERM 13 iNTERTHERM FURNACE, variety of pistols.-Buy now wane
0 you can still get them at
PARTS
0 reasonable prices. Country Boy
It has become essential for Mobile 0 Stores, the pistol people 9 miles
0 from Hopicinsville. Junction 117
0 Homes to be tied down!!
4:00
0 and 164. Open Sundays untilF24C
0 See Us Fot . .
pin:
0
0

I.

- Big, Either!
The Payments Aren't Very

14 ALUMINUM Craft boat,
$325 00 16' Moody trailer, $125.00
20 H P Johnson motor, 4325.00.
Phone 753-3648 or 75.1-6202. F1BC

VA LOANS, no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
0 Calrks River Bridge on Beltline.
0 Bank financing on spot Bill's
• Mobile Homes, 3900 South
0 Highway, Paducah, Ky.
•=e
F24C

0

ff)
a

COLOR T.V., 19" portable,
limited quantity. While they last,
$299.95. Roby Sales, Benton,
March 2C
Kentucky.

••
BILL'S
0
•
MOBILE HOME REPAIR

Al'TOS /*Olt SA I.E

AUTOS FOH SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

qthmit

TAKE soil away the Blue Lustre
way
and
from
carpets
electric
Rent
upholstery.
shampooer 81. Kwik-Pik Market,
Five Points.
F24C

FISHING RIG, aluminum craft
and 25 H.P. Evinrude, trollmg
1ftWV motor, and accessories. Phone
L'WealLWO\WW111.
F24C
753-5114.

al

r

Another View•

FOR SALE -

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Weekdays to 5:00 Saturday 7:30-1:00

S ••• 011,-4•1 nes..row.*

SAME 1A5

YES1ERPR.1,AL. JUST OIL AN17
PLASTIC POLLUTION."

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TV TOWERS
All Your Antenna Needs
If you pay NI price somewhere else, you get
cheaper merchandise!

Stop paying for the over
And over
eaters bill.
tempting your will, Pay old
for your bill, Use our
cafeteria deal, Gourmet
food at Piggy Bank Prices.

Triangle Inn
753-4953

CHECK FOR QUALITY
Let Us Show You The Difference

TV SERVICE CENTER
Phone 753-5865
csipara1 Shopping Center
-

Call 753-2310

1970 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle, red. 3
Standard shift. Like new. 39,000
guaranteed miles. One owner
OUR STOCK reducing sale still in
local car. See at 1802 Monroe
progress at The Shoe Mart. All
Ave., or phone 753-8507 day or
shoes in store greatly reduced.
F26C
night.
to
shoes
spring
and
Many sandals
choose from. 101 South 13th
F24C 1972 DATSLTN 240-Z, red with
Street.
white interior. Low mileage. Also
THREE BEDROOM double- 1968 Buick Wildcat, blue with
wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile black vinyl top. Phone 753-5005 or
M1C
Homes, South Beltline Highway, 753-9635 after 5:00 p.m
Paducah, Ky: Phone 443F24C 1970 TORINO GT two door ,
6150.
hardtop, power steering, power
GARAGE SALE Across from brakes, vinyl roof. Good conittuniy Bread store, Monday, dition. 'Need" to sell. 11400.00.F24C Phone 753-0310.
February 26.
PAC
FOR SALE

MOBILE
WHEELER
1971
Home; two bedroom, two full
baths, fully carpeted. Furnished.
F24P
Phone 435-4591.

1970 CHEVROLET, 44 ton pickup
truck, $1600 00 1970 Capri
Chevrolet, power steering.
brakes and windows,Stereo tape.
radio, tilt teering wheel. mi.CARPET SALE; While it lasts conditioning, $3250.00. Phone 489"Buy good carpet cheap". Heavy 2111.
F24C
for Sears Low Price shags, many colors to choose
from, $3.95 sq. yd. Rubber back 1969 FORD Ranger pickup with
on INSTALLED
commercial type tweeds, 12 and air conditioner. Phone 753-5596 or
15 ft. wiaths, only $2.99 sq. yd. 753-8992.
SEAMLESS
F24C
Many colors to choose from 12
- BULLS or HEIFERS
ALUMINUM
and 15 ft. widths, heavy plush 1969 DODGE Charger RT with
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
carpet only 43.95 square yard. 12 vinyl top, power brakes and
GUTTERING
hipercent Discount thru Feb. and 15 ft. widths, heavy pattern steering and factory tape. ExFor Further Informatioo
carpet, HiLo $3.95 sq. yd. New cellent condition. Phone 4891 Sears Catalog Sales Office
printed carpet, rubber back, only 2151
-jkruthside
j
F24P
Shopping
(enter imen=••- $3.95 square yard. Vinyl cushion
floor, $2.25 square yard, and 1964 DODGE pickup truck. Good
DRAPERIES: one pair 96"x84", mobile floor 21.99 sq. yard. inedianicany. Can be seen at
62.79 sq. yd. Kelly's Pest Control, 100 South
natural color. Two pair pink Supreme
rayon, 411"x81". Two pair gold Thousands and thousands of 13th Street. Phone 753-3914. F26P
One Rack
rayan pod. acetate, with white. yards in stock Come see and
I $500
$2DOcotton lining, 48"x84" Phone 753- save. No waiting, we have vrbilt 1965 FALCON, one owner,
F27C we advertise in stock. Paschall straight shift. Good condition.
5492.
Discount House, Hazel, Ken- $30e.00. Phone 753-7947.
F27C
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos. tucky. Phone 492-9733. Open six
F24P 1947 FORD pickup truck, original
Used Baldwin organs. Used days a week. 6-5.
Baldwin grand pianos Lonardo
equipment, runs good. Phone 762Piano Company, across from
3746 days or can be seen after
Mr. Fine
F23C
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
I OR RENT
5:00 p.m. at 1615 Hamilton
M1NC
Ave.
BALDV/IN PIANOS and organs.
FOUR ROOM unfurnished upRent to purchase plan. Lonardo
stairs apartment with bath Gas 1967 VOLKSWAGEN bug, beige.
Piano Company, across from heat, private entrance Four Body like new; engine
good. Best
F23C
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
offer. Phone 753-8092 after 5:00
miles from city. Phone 753F27C p.m.
in all Styles and Colors, Cuffed Wide
4919.
F23C
TOPPER FOR Toyota or Datsun
Legs and Baggies
pickup. Paneled, ready to go.
1972 BUICK Skylark. All power
Price $175.00. Phone 753-3901
THREE room and Air. Light green body with
FURNISHED
F23C
753-2756
nights.
days or
apartment. Couples only. Phone dark green 'vinyl roof, extra
F24C sharp. Phone 753-6614.
753-6524 after 4:00 p.m.
TFNC
WURLITZER
PORTABLE
twice.
electric piano, used
FURNISHED APARTMENT for 1970 JAVELIN automatic, power
Fareisa combo organ Gretsch
married couples. No pets. Phone steering and brakes, airamplifier. Phone 753-8606. F23C
753-5013 or see 221S. 15th. F24C conditioned, vinyl top. Can be
seen by calling 767-6252 after 500
p.m.
TFNC
Southside Shopping Center
U RN ISHED APARTMENTS,
is ing room, kitchen, bathroom
1957 CHEVROLET two door
ith shower and bath. One or two
sedan.
Sat., Feb. 24, 1973 bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- sell. Phone 753.9452. Must F23C
ment,South 16th Street. 753DARK BROWN short wig, 100 per USED PASTURE Dream-5 footStarting at 7:00 a.m. tiro)
February 27NC
cent pure dynel, only been worn Pull type rotary cutter. Good
1970 PONTIAC 9 passenger
Bargains
Galore!
three times, $15.00. Also old type condition. $250.00. Billingtonwagon, 455 motor,'rack-on top.
furnished
men,
women
for
BEDROOM
()NE
Clothing
reclining chair, with foot stool. Forsee Tractor Co. Inc. 753condition. Price $2795.00.
Good
Apartment And two bedroom
and children. All garments
F24C
new royal blue upholstery, $20.00 7532.
Phone Glen Wooden 753-3901 days
Phone
apartment.
new.
like
unfurnished
F23C
Phone 753-7907.
F23C
See you at
1028C or 753-2758 nights.
753-7865
TWIN BEDS,indoor-outdoor rug,
1 1 1 2 Olive St.
8'x35' SPARTAN all aluminum wool rug and other household
SHOP, IDEAL for clean up shop.
FOR RENT
mobile home. Excellent con- items. Phone 753-4137 or can be
top shop or mechanical work.
F24C
dition. By appointment only seen at 721 Nash Drive
fan,
F24C
RESTAURANT HOOD and
Phone 753-4763.
FriP
Phone 753-3254.
3'6"x6'8" like new. Phone
F23(.7 FURNISHED two bedroom
2 H.P. EVINRUDE Fisherman 1962 BUICK Special 6 cylinder, Aurora 354-8469.
1
9/
apartment, wall to wall caroutboard motor. Excellent $100.00. Eight drawer filing
condition. Phone 436-5582. F23P cabinet for 3"x5" or 4"x6" cards, 1967 VOLKSWAGEN, new tires, peting, central heat and air.
motor excellent, $695 00. Power Excellent location. Children O.K.
$15.00. Phone 753-5750, 902
F24C
mower, $20.00. 20" bicycle, No pets. Available March 1. Rent
Main.
just
Motor,
327,
COMPLETE
$10.00. SSeveral pieces of walnut $145.00. Phone 753-4331.
March
been over hauled. Phone 753F23( CAPRICE ORGAN. For more and oak fiture See at 1513 26C
5696.
F23C
information phone 753-6550.TENC Kirkwood DriVe.
Home of
THINKING OF first line quality
carpet? Then check our prices CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25' and
RENT
FOR
The Wishing Well
Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple treated fence posts Murray THIS SPOT, that spot, traffic
Modern Office Space-524
March 6C Lumber Company, 104 Maple paths too, removed with Blue
eet.
sq. ft.--first floor, central
F24C Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K,
Street.
heating, air, utilities
THREE BEDROOM duplex,
Belaire Shopping Center. F24C
RIVER QUEEN House Boat
furnished, parking space.
carpeted, central heat and air.
Excellent
8'x34'
TRAILER,
Sleeps 6. Has Ford lnteceptor
If interested contact
Now available. Phone 7534200 or
Fired
Western -Dark
Marine engine and 5 KW condition. Must be seen- to be
F23C
-753-5500
Belair,
1961
CHEVROLET
'Tobacco Growers
•
Generator. Has electric heat and appreciated. Ideal for lake lot.
Two row
door.
four
automatic,
F24C
Phone
354-8628
Tobacco,
air conditioning, water heater
Association,
corn drill with fertilizer atand refrigerator. Has radio and
Building, 204-208 Maple
TWO BEDROOM furnished
mower for
Tractor
tachments.
Street. Murray, Kentucky.
Sonar depth finder. May be seen CLOSE OUT 'sale. Japenese
at 408 North 17th
apartment
Chevrolet
for
Radio
Tels. 753-3341-3348.
at,Billington-Forsee Tractor ro holly. dheap. Murray Nursery, Ford tractor.
F26C
753-2271.
Phone
Street.
F26C
F24P truck. Phone 489-2143
F24C Mayfield Road.
Inc. 753.2532.

HOLSTEIN CALVES

Phone 489-2161

After 5:00 p.m

Winter Items

,NEW SPRING MERCHANDISE'
Slacks, Blouses, and Suits

Pants

Blazers, Weskits, Shells, and
Jr. Dresses

Ladies Fashion Outle

RUMMAGE
SALE

FAMILY SHOE STORE Murray

510 Main Street

BARGAINS!! SAVE!!
Backroom Clearance Sale
REPOSSESSED-DEMO-TR ADE-INS
5-Electric Guitars
I-Combo Organ
4-Amps
Car Tape Players-Radios
1-5 Piece Drum Set
Band Instruments

$25.00 Each

2-Black and White TA.'s

$75.00
110.00 & Lip

1-Color Portable
2-Console Stereo

$5.00 & Up

1-Upright Piano
1--Grand Piano

1/2 Price

Lots of 45's-39 cents

Radio, Phone Speakers
I-Component A1114fM
$1.00 off regular low price of LP's

Amil
NM • MIR II I IIIII I 4WI I
i•••• •vs, I I IN M. I =ME INN

mei

Ed •
in
•NI.14

DIXI

III lirChestnut Street

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 753 7575

Rent A New
Blue Luster

SHAMPOOER
WESTERN AUTO

1

-

11
4.
It IDA

KY

/JIM ARS Z3, 193
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Death Claims
Mrs. Williams
At Hospital

Administration To
Try For Cutback
Of Veterans' Funds

Mrs. Mocile Fitts Williams of
801 Hurt Street, Murray, died
Thursday at 7:15 p.m at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her death at the age of
59 followed an extended illness.
The deceased was a member
of the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church and was a
retired cashier at a super
market in Ferndale, Mich. She
and her husband, Carel ( Bull )
Williams, who survives, had
moved to Murray about a year
ago after their retirement from
work in Michigan. ----Born May 27, 1913, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Walter
Scott Fitts and Emma Ellen
Andrews Fitts.
Mrs. Williams is survived by
her husband, Carl (Bull)
Williams it 801 Hurt Street,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Arvin
(Clara ) McCuiston of Murray
Route Five; three borthers,
Freeman Fitts, 113 North 7th
Street, Rudy Fitts, 509 North 5th
Street, and Aburey Fitts, 705
Story Avenue, all of Murray.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Saturday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Coy Garrett officiating.
Burial will be in the Old
Salem Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Chruchill Funeral Home where
friends may call after three
p.m. today ( Friday)

Heart Fund...

•

4. •

(Continued from Page II
Headquarters during the next
few days," Miss Garrison said.
This year the County is being
canvassed by local citizens and
members of the Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi. The citizens In charge of
their respective communities
are Mrs. John Richard Imes,
Almo; Mrs. Joseph Keeslar and
Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt, Alm()
Heights; Mrs. Adrian Cloys and
the members of the Calloway
County High F. B. L. A.,
Coldwater; members of the
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi, Dexter; Mrs.
Brooksie Maddox, Hatel; Mrs.
Larry Overbey, Green Plains;
Mrs. James Harrison, Mrs.
Wayne Stone and members of
the Calloway County High FHA,
Kirksey; Mrs. Hilton Williams.
Lynn Grove; Mrs. Gus
Robertson, Jr., Lynn Grove
Highway; Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Concord;
Mitchell, New
Mrs. Anton Herndon, New
Providence; Mrs. Rudy Lovett,
Penny; Mrs. R. C. Rasberry,
PineBluff Shores; Mrs. T. G.
Curd, Jr., Mrs. Joe Sledd and
members of the 4-H , Stella.

By MARGARET GENTRY
In the administration's 1974
Associated Press Writer
plans for veterans' programs.
WASHINGTON (AP) - If the these are cuts are most critiNixon administration has its cized by Democrats and some
way, many of the nation's vet- Republicans on the House and
erans will experience sharp re- Senate Veterans Affairs comductions in pension benefits and mittees and by the veterans'
wide-ranging cutbacks in edu- organizations:
cation and medical programs.
-An $81-million reduction in
But key members of Con- funds for VA hospital construcAmos Tackett
gress are lining up with the po- tion.
litically weighty veterans' orNo budget money for a new
ganizations to fight it
program to encourage colleges
The brewing battle threatems to recruit veterans. tutor.end
the government career of Don- counsel them.( Congress approald E. Johnson, the Iowa Re- priated $'Zi million when it
publican who runs the Veterans passed the bill last year, and
Administration.
the National Assneiation of ColA White House source says legiate Veterans, with 25,000
Amos Tackett, associate
that while Johnson has fallen members, filed suit in U.S. Disin the Department of
professor
of
knows
into some disfavor, he
trict Court Thursday in an ef'FACULTY JAZZ TRIO-The Murray State University Faculty Jan Trio will present its "Premier
Agriculture, Murray State
no decision to fire him But an- fort to force the administration
of
series
programs
a
of
Recital- on WKMS-F'Ot on Wednesday. February 21. This will be the first
University. will be the guest
other source says " he's go- to finance the program.1
local talent, according to Steve Ziegler, station manager. The Trio will perform jazz
featuring
at the "Sweetheart"
speaker
in
ing to go.''
-A $5.8-million reduction
works such as "Thursday's Theme,""Black Orpbeus,""No More," "Autumn I.ea% es." and "Willow
Dinner to be held by the Theta
and
Chuck
piano,
medical-research funds, prion
Chandler
Weep for Me." The trio features H.L. Blair on string basss, Erwin
Department of the Murray
marily covering experiments to Simons on drums. Blair, a member of the American String Teachers Association and the American
Woman's Club, on Monday,
find more efficient artificial
Federation of Music, has performed with many popular recording artist including Isaac Hays, Chet
February 26, at 630 p.m at the
the
and
Nashville
limbs.
Reed.
Jerry
k,
Atkins, Floyd Craymer, Boots Randolph, Engleburt Humperdin
club house.
-A $6.6-million saving in VA
Little Symphony. Blair has been working with jazz groups ince 1961. Chandler, director of the Murray
"Lawnscape" will be the
of
elimination
and
the
Henry
costs
with
payroll
has
performed
)
1
Ensemble,
Horn
Page
MSU
the
from
and
Ensemble
Jazz
Continued
I
State University
theme of the talk by Mr. Tackett
1,400 agency jobs. Adminis- Mancini Orchestra, Johnny Mathis, Andy Williams, Elvis Presley, and Thy American Wind Symwho carne to Murray in 1962,
in a sincere and dedicated way tration critics fear the item
phony Orchestra.('handler has composed over 70 songs includiag,favo symphonies. Simons started
as superintendent of
serving
to
to make Murray a better place means that the VA intends
It outlived from Page 1 )
playing the drums at age 12. and has performed with Henry Mancini. Tony Martin, Frank Puzzullo.
grounds at Murray State until
merge 57 regional offices into Kenny Sargent and Nick Travis including several European dance band tours.
to live
position.
present
1969, before his
$3,300 with a trade-in of the
"The rapid growth of Murray 10, making it harder for a vetPrior to coming to Murray he small 12 hp mower owned by the
has occasioned a constantly eran to slash red tape and get
was with the University of city.
increasing demand on the office benefits due him
Kentucky Extension Service
the
of
work
this
the
of
says
duties
VA
An old police car will be sold
The
of Mayor The
1952 to 1962.
from
study,
at auction, in the near future
office have more than doubled regional offices is under
Tackett earned his Bachelor
Bids will be taken on a riding
since I took office and now but "we would not in any way
Science and Master of
of
them.
of
my
of
number"
portion
the
change
mower and push mower for the
requires a major
Science degrees from the
The afirroroctratazi is moving
tune
1111-1
front to aclegislative
the
on
The council payed an or'I am optimistic about the
into effect Jan. 26.
He is a member of
went
Lexington.
fire
fillerthe
proasked
and
in
that
group
reductions
on the first reading
dinance
complish
API
The
InterSAIGON
intend
I
and
prea
future of Murray
the American Nurserymen and rezoning a lot at the intersection
The United States said
otherwise.
national group to take it over.
cut
can't
it
grams
of
n
Control
national
Comnussio
the
investigation indicated
to continue to work for
the Southern Turf Grass of South 12th Street and
The VA budget predicts sav- and Supervision began its first The international commission liminary
progress of our city, but in a less
Cong shot the helicopViet
Association.
the
the
later
but
hours
Congress
agreed,
if
million
$223
of
ings
Sycamore from residential to
investigation today. It agreed
from
active role.
Mrs. James C. Martin, professional office. This lot
Final rites for-illee. Andrew
admoustration to a U.S. request that it look United States withdrew its re- ter down. It was returning
the
approves
of
supplies to local (Bettie ) Taylor will be held program chairman, urges all
For the many expressions
proposal to change the way into the shooting down of an quest, saying the Communists delivering
joins the business section to the
rs but
confidence in me as Mayor and
today at two p.m. at the chapel members and their husbands or south. The council also voted tb
computed. American helicopter a week had agreed to send representa- peacekeeping headquarte
are
benefits
pension
am
I
ion,
orthe
administrat
of my
of the Max Churchill Funeral guests to attend the dinner on reconsider the zoning of an area
tives t. join the Americans and was not marked with
Under present law, the ago.
predeeply grateful."
Home with Rev Heyward Monday
South Vietnamese in the probe. ange and white stripes
monthly disability pension for a
on the east side of 12th street
A spokesman for the commis- But on Thursday the United scribed for peacekeeping air- Roberts officiating.
Mayor Ellis said-he certainly veteran with only his wife as a
The hostesses, Mrs. Harold between Main and Poplar This
ng
peacekeepi
sion said the
Pallbearers will be Billy Nat Beaman, Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, Mrs. is now residential and under
States accused the Communists craft.
held no animosity toward those dependent ranges from $33 to
group turned the investigation of stalling again and asked the
The United States also ac- Galloway, John Richard Imes, Charles Hale, and Mrs. Dur- consideration is to zone it to
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